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This fall, Boston College will welcome the
in its

strongest freshman class, academically,

137-year history.
This year's freshman class of 2,191 students
was selected from an applicant pool of approximately 21,000. According to Academic Vice
President and Dean ofFaculties John Neuhauser,
400 fewer students were offered admission this
year over 1999, yet the resulting class size is

only seven students less.
The Class of 2004 academically surpasses
BC's next strongest class, the Class of 2003. Of
the Class of '03, 79 percent scored over 1200
on the SAT.
This year, the percentage of accepted students that chose to attend BC rose one percent
from last year to 34 percent. This statistic is
complimented by the decline in the percentage
of students accepted. Last year. 35 percent of
those who applied were accepted, while this year
the number fell to 32 percent. Despite BC's
increase in selectivity; the freshman class size
is very close to that of the Class of '03.
Many BC students have questioned whether
While it will look the same on the outside, the renovated Plex will feature
the size of the freshman class may prompt a
housing situation similar to that of last year. Last
nite need of a face lift," said Gene DeFilippo,
By Lacy O'Toole
year, many incoming freshmen found themDirector of the Athletic Association. "We
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selves placed in forced triples and in rooms that
couldn't wait for [a new facility]." He added
were converted from dormitory lounges.
The Flynn Recreation Complex will re-open that there are still plans on the docket for a new
University Housing has tried to increase the
recreation complex, but said, "I think this will
number of rooms available on campus for the on September 1 after being closed for the sumthis school year through the creation of Enmer to undergo renovations totaling over seven push it back more."
hanced Occupancy Suites on Lower Campus. and a half million dollars.
"When [the renovations] are through, the
By allowing nine to 12 people to live in what
The renovated Plex features a new roof, free inside will look like one of the best complexes
were formerly eight-person suites. Housing weights,
a mezzanine level, new surfaces on the
you could go into," Campanellasaid. 'The outhopes to create a situation in which more rooms
courts, better lighting, painting,new
basketball
side will look the same."
in dormitories on College Road and Upper Cam-pwwiners'iaTra" urerrmpterrnoniation tsrar6en©t
?T>«~pTanr"compreTett*artd"-appTOved: by
pus are open for freshmen.
Campanella and the BC Board of Trustees in
Director of University Housing Dr. Robert cooling system.
"We made a decision to extend the life of June of 1999 called for between three and four
Capalbo stated that the enhanced occupancy
suites have freed up approximately 60 beds on therecreation complex for ten years," said Frank million dollars to be spent on renovating the
Upper Campus but, since the yield on enrollCampanella, Executive Vice-President. "In efinside of the complex and around four million
ment increased this year, there is still a possifect we wouldn't havehad a new Plex for six to dollars for the improvements to the roof.
bility of triples in the fall.
seven years."
"For years the students have wanted imp.
|_ 'The Plex is getting on in years. It is in defi- provements made to the Plex," DeFilippo said,
FRESHMAN,
??
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free weights and new equipment.
adding that this demand coincided with the
genuine need to improve the conditions of the
facility and resulted in the current renovation

plan.

In March, DeFilippo announced that the
renovated Plex will have an area devoted to free
weights.

"The administration

Boston College did
said. "By
listening, we learned that this is what the students wanted. The addition of free weights. We
listened, it made sense, so we went ahead and
did it."
The renovated Plex has a nearly 5,000
square foot mezzanine level, which contains all
of the center's cardiovascular equipment. Ac-

See PLEX,

the race was "unbelievable."
Bamett and Webb chose their cabinet late last semester and conducted
cabinet training in May. Their cabinet
has 14 new positions this year, in
order to better serve the student
body. New positions include a Director of Public Relations, a Director
of Transfer Student Issues and a
Director of International Student Affairs.
During the presidential race in February of this year, Barnett said that he
believes that UGBC has two roles.
"One is programming
to be a social
programmingbody for the students. Being a place where people can come and
rally behind, and have a social outlet.
Two is policy. Being the voice of the
students," Bamett said.
According to Barnett and Webb,
their administration will focus on improving communication with the student body, continuing to address diversity issues within the BC community
and solidifying the formation of a Boston consortium. Barnett and Webb hope
the consortium will be a unifying factor for Boston-area colleges and universities.

O'Toole

Alvin Bamett, A&S '01, and Rochelle Webb, A&S '01, will be taking office as President and Vice-President,
respectively, of the Undergraduate Government ofBoston College(UGBC) for
2000-01.
Bamett and Webb defeated Mike
Mita, CSOM "01, and Amanda Jack,
A&S '02, by a margin of 210 votes in
the final round of the UGBC presidential election in February.
A total of 2,140 students voted,
1,175 favoring Barnett/Webb and
965 casting a vote for Mita/Jack. Two
weeks prior to the final election, Mita/
Jack received 588 votes in the primary
election while Barnett/Webb garnered
526.
Bamett, the former UGBC Executive Vice-President, said that before the
ballots were tallied he was, "really nervous. We knew everything was out of
our hands." However, upon hearing of
his victory, he said, "I was just jumping all over the place."
Webb, formerly the UGBC Chief
of University Affairs, said that winning
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Alvin Barnett and Rochelle Webb are the 2000 UGBC President
and Executive Vice-President.
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As a result, a few years ago Barnett
contacted leaders of UGBC and the
AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) to
The Undergraduate Government of start a book exchange program.
Boston College (UGBC) may have
"At first the bookswap was a smallfound a solution to a problem that scale operation, but over the years the
plagues almost all college students: idea began to develop," Bamett said.
getting the most for their dollar when
With the help of the UGBC Direcbuying and selling textbooks.
tor of Computer Technology Tim
Originally created last September Keelan, A&S '01, UGBC created a daas a means for students to get more
tabase in which students enter their
books for their buck in the name, the book or books they wish to
textbook trade, the BC bookswap is an sell, and the asking price.
Internet-basedbook exchange found at
Other students searching for a spethe UGBC Web site {http://
cific book can then browse the datawww.ugbc.org). The bookswap is base and download a phone number or
designed to allow students to search e-mail address of a student vendor.
for other students who are interested
"The database provides an interface between students, and gives them
in selling or purchasing their books.
"About my freshman year, I noa means to contact each other," Bamett
ticed that something needed to be done said.
about the enormous amount of money
Barnett added, however, that
being spent on books, and the relatively UGBC is not responsible for the outlittle amount given back for selling come of any transactions, but merely
them," said Alvin Barnett, A&S '01,
See BOOKS, p.
and UGBC Executive Vice-President.
By Kelly

?
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Reverend James D. Erps, SJ, has been
named as Boston College's new Director of
Campus Ministry,effective August 1 ofthis year.
Erps, currently the director of campus ministry at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles, is a
member of the California Province of the Society of Jesus and has previously held the role of
Newman Chaplain and Director of Catholic
campus ministry at Stanford University.
He succeeds Rev. Richard Geary, SJ, who
will be retiring at the end of this semester.
"Father Erps has a wonderful pastoral sense
and helping people to grow in their faith has
long been important to him," said University
President William P. Leahy, SJ, in appointing
Erps. "1 am delighted that he will be coming to
BC."
"Boston College is an exciting place," Ei§>s
said. "The tradition of Saint Ignatius Loyola-is
alive and well here. I look forward to being part
of a ministry that seeks to help people explore
and deepen their faith, a ministry that calls them
to find new ways of putting that faith into
tice in their lives and in service to the world."
Erps is a graduate of Loyola Marymount
University and holds a master's degree in philosophy from Gonzaga University. He also received a master's degree in divinity from the
Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley.
Erps was ordained a priest in San Francisco
in 1980.
He has served as province promoter and
regional chaplain of Christian Life Communities for the California Province of the Society
of Jesus, campus minister at Santa Clara University and as teacher and counselor at St.
Ignatius College Prep in San Francisco.
While at Stanford University, Erps coordinated the university's Christian Life Communities and oversaw the student-run community
service program.

UGBC Bookswap: An
On-line Alternative to
the Bookstore

Barnett & Webb Ready to
Take the Reins of UGBC
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR
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BC Names Irish
Studies Director
By Lacy

O'Toole
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Thomas Hachey will take over as
Boston College's first executive director of Irish programs, effective on August 1.
Hachey comes to BC from
Marquette University College of Arts
and Sciences where he has served as
Dean of the College and a history professor since 1993. At BC, Hachey will
be a full professor and chairholder in
the history department. He will also be
responsible for coordinating the Irish
Studies Program, the Irish Institute and
the Irish initiatives of the John J. Burns
Library.

"Dr. Hachey brings years of academic experience and achievement as
well as effective administration to Buston College," University President William P. Leahy said of Hachey's appointment. "I look forward to working with
him and making our Irish programs
even stronger."

Prior

his position as Dean of the
College. Hachey served for 10 years as
the director of the Western Civilization
program and for 14 years as the chairto

man of the history department

at

Marquette.

"I am indeed delightedat having the
opportunity to join the BC History department and to play a key role in helping to enhance the Irish programs at
Boston College," Hachey said. "Although I never had the privilege of attending Boston College, I feel as though
it is my family college due to the number of relatives who Have attended it.
To me, it's like coming home."
Hachey attended St. Francis College in Maine and received his master's
degree in history from Niagara University. He obtained a doctorate in history
from St. Johns University.
University of Chicago History Professor Emmet Larkin, a prominent Irish
historian, claimed that Hachey was one
of the most gifted scholars in his field.
"Tom Hachey is an extraordinary history professor who earned Marquette's
teaching excellence award while routinely lecturing to five-hundred or more
history students for ten consecutive
years," Larkin said. "He is also a firstclass administrator and a very engaging personality. Boston College doesn't
know the jewel it is about

to

2000

receive."

In 1997,84 percent ofAHANA students graduated from Boston College,
a rate that is eight points higher than
the previous year's, and almost 30
points better than the average graduation rate across the country. Also for the
first time, Africans-Americans, Latinos
and Asian-Americans all graduated at
a rate higher than 80 percent.
"This speaks to the fact that these
students have a good experience here
and graduate on time, which is a great
thing," John Mahoney, Director of the

Office of Undergraduate Admissions
said.
"BC consistently has had very solid
graduation rates for AHANA and all
students. There's no fluctuation there,
but this is extremely significantbecause
it shows the great success in the increasing number of AHANA students at
BC," he said.
According to Mahoney, this year's
current freshman class has the largest
percentage of AHANA students to be
enrolled at BC, at 24 percent, or about
550 students. That number is up from
the other three classes, which have
around 450 AHANA students each. '

"We're hopeful that next year's incoming class will also be around one
quarter AHANA students," Mahoney
said.
Mahoney said he believes that rising graduation rates can help sway prospective AH ANA students. "From a recruiting standpoint, it's great because,

since

we have such top notch AHANA
students, we can point those figures to

possible new ones," he said.
Dean of Faculties John Neuhauser

said that the figures are the hard work
of a variety of people at BC. "Many individuals have done a terrific job over
the years in assuring that our AHANA

students are as prepared and successful
as is possible," he said. "The programs
of Don Brown, Dan Bunch and Ferna
Phillips, to name just a few, have had
demonstrable effects on student success."
Neuhauser also pointed much of his
praise towards the work of AHANA students themselves. "The students themselves deserve a large measure of the
credit," he said. "Obviously we are delighted with the AHANA graduation
rates, althoughthey are not unexpected.

This is good news for all at Boston
College, and it only forecasts even
greater success in the future."

Plex Offers Free Weights,
Expanded Cardiovascular Area
Continued from p. 1
cording to DeFilippo, many new cardiovascular machines were purchased
in order to cut down on waiting times
to use machines.

The area that was previously the
cardiovascular area is now the free
weight area in the renovated Plex.
The renovations that occurred this
summer and caused the center to be
closed include the replacement of the
flooring, installation of new lighting
and heating and ventilation system, mechanical pool work and locker room
changes.

"These things cannot be
scheduled in a compact period

of time," Carroll said.
A new floor was installed in
both wings of the center. The basketball courts received a new surface as
well as the indoor tennis courts and
track.
The pool area will receive an internal face-lift. Much mechanical
work will be done in the pools, including the replacements of old pumps and
tiltcrs.
"It is mechanical stuff that has to
be done," Carroll said of the improvements that students can not visibly see.
A new heating ventilation and fresh
air system was installed in the Plex over
the summer months.
This system will provide better

heating in the colder months and more
fresh air in the warmer months. This is
aimed at reducing much of the stuffi-

ing is "not feasible. [The facility! is too
big a space."

inside the Plex.
However, the system will not include air conditioning, only mechanical devices that will bring in more fresh
air which will improve the air quality
turnover and provide more fresh air

rooms were renovated.

ness

more frequently.

"Right now, air conditioning is not
possible in the building," said Theresa
Lavin, the Assistant Director of

Flynn Recreation Complex Student
Activities. Hanging and standing
fans previously cooled the large build-

(he

ing.

Carroll also said that air condition-

Finally, the male and female locker
The ceilings in the

rooms were

dropped and the facilities within each
of the changing areas were improved.

"I really think that the renovations
will make it a lot more fun to work out,"
DeFilippo said. "I want to thank our students for voicing their opinion on issues that matter to them in a classy way.
[The renovated Plexl will be o heck of
a lot better."
"When [students] walk through the
doors in September, [they] will be really happy with what they see," Lavin
said.

Building Projects Expand BC Facilities
By Lacy

O'Toole

HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

Renovations, building projects,
tKfljsing shortages and unhappy neigh_

bors were among the many issues addressed in a town meeting which foCTj*ed on capital construction held last
semester to inform students ofthe many
campus projects underway.
The Undergraduate Government of
Boston College (UGBC) hosted the
panel of administrators in order to
clarify campus construction issues,
such as the recent renovations to the
Flynn Recreation Complex and the
need for more student housing on campus.
The panel, consisting of Frank
Campanella, Executive Vice-President,
Paul White, Associate Vice-President
of State & Community Relations,
Theresa Lavin, Assistant Director of
Student Activities at the Flynn Recreation Complex and Paul Ghebator, Associate Dean in the Office of Student
Development, gave opening statements
explaining construction plans and their
rotes in these plans.
Campanella brought a poster board
map detailing what projects are being
planned for campus that was prepared
by an architect to present as part of
BC's five-year master construction
plan. The University's master plan,
which is being reviewed by the Boston

pus. However, he stated that the number is more accurately around 1,600.
Addressing the current housing
shortage, Campanella said that BC
would like to enact three separate plans
which would allow the addition of 800
beds on Main Campus over the next
five years.
The first plan, according to
Campanella, is to develop the roof
space of a number of Upper Campus
dorms into penthouses. The current
plans that have been submitted for this
construction are for the College Road
dormitories of Roncalli, Welch and
Williams, as well as Fitzpatrick and
Gonzaga on Upper Campus. An elevator system will be installed in each of
these buildings; each dorm will also
have a foyer area to give the dorms a

ing proposal to build an office building behind O'Neill Library. This will
free up office space that is currently
taking away bed space in dormitories.
"If we can move those offices out of

the dormitories, we can pick up more
beds," Campanella said. Moving the
Newton Infirmary to the basement of
Cushing Hall is also being studied as a
part of this plan.
The final housing proposal calls for
66 Commonwealth Aye., which currently has 132beds available, to be torn
down and replaced by a building that
could hold 500 beds. Simultaneously,
Rubenstein Hall would be expandedby
one-third.
Campanella said that other possibilities including adding wings onto
Kotska Hall and building a dorm in the

-'

Redevelopment Authority (BRA) currently, must be submitted to the BRA
every five years. The plan is then con-

sidered and reviewed and concessions
are made by both the University and
the community to form a final master
plan that is agreeable to both parties.
Campanella discussed the unique
situation that BC is in by being a campus located in two communities, that
o/Newton and that of Boston. The
faster plan submitted to the BRA focises on the portion of the University's
property that is located in Boston.
; I ; "One of the biggest problems in the
!c«y of Boston is a housing shortage,"
IGa/npanella said.
* ! Campanella spoke on the characteristics of the Brighton neighborhood
end the high costs of rent in the area
due to the student population. "[The
Brighton community] would like to
Jiave our students who are living in their
-

Neighborhoods living on campus."
Campanella said that the Allstont
Brighton community estimates that
'

around 2,200 BC students live off-cam-

HEIGHTS KILE PHOTO

The entire Higgins Hall Project is scheduled
September 2001.

sense of entrance. Currently, upon entering each of these dorms, one finds
himself or herself in a stairwell.
Campanellasaid that this action alone
can create 236 more beds on Upper
Campus and, if approved, the construction in Claver, Loyola, Xavier and
Fenwick will open up between 65 and
125 more beds.
The second proposal for more oncampus housing stems from an exist-

to

be complete in

parking lot between Vanderslice Hall
and Walsh Hall were also being ex-

plored
The Middle Campus Project, a plan
a new student center and office building, as well as renovating
Carney Hall, was then addressed. The
project was supposed to have begun
construction in June of 1996; however,
it has still not begun. Residents of Newton implemented a zoning law when
to build

Fulton Hall was undergoing renovations, which claimed that buildings
over a certain size needed to obtain
variances from a board of community
members. When BC applied for a variance in order to begin the Middle Campus Project, the Newton residents denied the plea. BC is currently involved
in a lawsuit against the community
which challenges the zoning restrictions. The judge finished hearing the
case over a year ago and the University is currently awaiting a decision in
the matter.
"We desperately need that kind of
space," Campanella said.
Turning to the Higgins Hall Renovation Project, termed the "Hig Dig"
at BC, Campanella said that the full
project wo'-ld be completed in September of 2001.
Campanella listed other construction projects that BC is considering for
implementation in the next five years.
Among these projects is the construction of a building to be located at the
end of Alumni Stadium, which would
be for office space, training rooms,
locker rooms and meeting areas solely
HLIGHTS FILE PHOTO
The new wing of Higgins Hall is complete.
for the football team. "This would allow other teams to use the facilities [in
Conte Forum]," Campanella said.
spoke of the Newton residents who comply with Title IXrequirements. He
Also under consideration is a small grant BC the right to build in excess of added that the projected cost of the
addition to Robsham Theater, which the zoning laws and reminded students building would be around $15 million,
would be used for music and dance that they need to be considerate oftheir but that there was a "strong possibility
practice as well as small performances.
neighbors in order to receive positive of a major donor picking up half of
responses from them.
"At the time we built Robsham, thethat."
ater was not a major. Now that it is, we
"We can become a more human
Another question centered on the
face, and not just an institution, to our renovations to Upper Campus that are
need more room," Campanella said.
He concluded his remarks by adneighbors," White said.
already underway and the unrenovated
dressing the renovations to the Plex.
Lavin said that she would be willdormitories on Newton Campus.
ing to answer any questions or hear any
"The Board ofTrustees made the deciCampanella said that the renovations,
renovate,"
sion one year ago to
suggestions students had regarding which began in dorms on Upper CamCampanella said.
Plex renovations. She said that she pus two summers ago, would be comTwo designs were solicited for wants students* imput and that she both pleted this summer as well as the iniplans to construct a new recreation reads and saves all of the suggestion tial stages of the addition of the pentcomplex and each came to a total that cards that are turned in at the Plex.
houses. He also said that the dorms on
was between $50 and $60 million. In
Chebator addressed the Middle
Newton Campus would be renovated
addressing the immediate need of a new Campus Project and said that McElroy following those on Upper Campus in
roof for the Plex, the school had already is "pretty much a disaster."
the summer of 2001.
"Clearly there is a need on this
committed to spending almost S5 milThe issue of parking shortages was
lion, and made the decision to comcampus for more space for student addressed in another question.
pletely renovate the inside and save the
life," he said. Discussing student and Campanella said that, if absolutely necbuilding from demolition for another community relations, Chebator said essary, two levels could be added to the
10 years.
that when we go out into the commuCommonwealth Avenue garage, as well
White focused on the relations benity to propose anything, "there are al- as another wing to the Beacon Street
ready two strikes against us."
tween BC students and the community.
Garage in order to make up for any onHe claimed that this is a "very signifiStudents in the audience were then groundparking that is lost with implecant area for determining whether these given time to ask questions of the panel. mentation of the Middle Campus
projects become a reality."
One question focused on the proposed Project or construction on Lower Cam"In order to be successful within a new athletic facility for football playpus. White said that the plans for the
community, you have to gain respect ers. Campanella said that the building Middle Campus Project include
some
in that community," White said. He was needed in order for the school to underground parking.
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BC Changes Abroad Policies
By Lacy

O'Toole

HEIGHTS NEWS

EDITOR

Studying abroad policies at Boston College
are changing, just in time to affect the Class of
2003's junior year abroad.

Continued from p. 1

The Center for International Studies has put
into effect a policy that will require all Boston
College students who choose to go abroad beginning in the fall of 2001 to pay BC tuition,
Currently, BC students who choose to study
abroad have two options: to go through one of
BC's 63 programs or to chose and external program and have it approved by BC.
Students choosing BC programs pay
BC tuition, benefit from any BC financial aid
package, and have their grades from the semester or year abroad transferred to their BC tran-

"The big issue now is summer attrition,"
Capalbo said. "Since we accelerated the room
selection process by two weeks this year, some
sophomores had yet to hear from study abroad
programs and entered the selection process for
on-campus housing. Once these students hear
if they will spend their junior year abroad they
will withdraw from university housing and free
up more beds."
The beds made available by juniors going
abroad will allow for some sophomores to be
moved from College Road to Lower Campus

scripts.
Students who choose approved external programs currently pay tuition to the school they
go through and must apply for any son of aid
through that college or university. BC financial
aid awards do not transfer.
Also, grades from courses taken through external programs do not transfer to a student's
transcript. The student will receive credit for the
courses that count towards graduation. However,
his or her GPA is not affected by grades received

abroad.
But, in the fall of 2001, the policy will
change.

Because all BC students who go abroad will
be required to pay BC tuition, any student who
receives financial aid will be able to keep receiving his or her aid from BC and will not need
to re-apply for it through another school.
According to Jennifer Thomas, Assistant
Director of the Center for International Studies,
the new policy will "level the playing field."
"We don't want students going out and buying the cheapest program. We want them to find
the program that best fits their needs," she said.
"This way, students receiving financial aid don't
have to lose it."

provides a service for students to operate of their

accord.
"The bookswap works out well for both
buyer and seller." Barnett said, then added that
"students now have the opportunity
own

thereby making more room for freshmen on
Upper Campus.
Capalbo went on to state that, since the neea
for some triple occupancy rooms is
a letter will be sent to incoming freshmen over:
the summeroffering a $1,000 rebate on the first
semester's room and board fee if they volunteer to live in a triple.
In response to the growing qualityof BC's
students. University President William Leahy,
SJ, urged the faculty to challenge the student
body. This statement was made in a speech to
the faculty at this year's Faculty Day. held May
3 in Gasson Hall.

Demand for PULSE,
Capstones Exceeds Supply
GRAPHICCOURTESY OF BC INTERNATIONALSTUDIESOFFICE

Thomas hopes that students will still choose
the international study program of their choice,
be it through BC or another college or university.

However, tuition will be paid to BC and BC
will then pay the external program's tuition.
Thomas agreed that this policy could make going abroad more expensive for some students,
but that it could also make it cheaper for other
students.
"It will all level out," she said. "Some programs are more expensive than BC. It is not a
way to make money."
An additional change is that by paying tuition to BC and utilizing BC financial (aid, all
grades that are received abroad, whether through

internal or external program, will be transferable to a BC transcript.
"Fewer people may be going for financial
reasons, but more people may also be going because they can afford it,", Thomas said. "We
don't want junior year abroad to be seen as a
cheap third year."
This sar there are a total of 650 BC
students going abroad for either a year or a semester. Of this number, roughly 450 students
have chosen BC international programs, and
the remaining 200 choose to utilize external options.
"People will always go through external
programs because BC can't have programs everywhere doing everything," Thomas said.

to receive top-dollar for their books,"
rather than "peanuts," as the Web site notes,
referring to the prices offered by the traditional
system.

Barnett said UGBC has plans to expand the
bookswap, which is expected to run
throughout the semester and for years to

By Molly

an

,

UGBC Hosts On-line Book Exchange
Continued from p. 1

Freshman Class is
BC's Strongest

come, and to increase awareness of the program.

"The

more

students know about the

bookswap," Barnett said, "the closer it comes
to accomplishing its goal of providing students
with a cheaper alternative to the normal bookbuyback, and giving them the best deal pos-

sible."

Sell

HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

This year, along with dozens of major electives, two programs produced more demand on
the part of the students than the University could
supply.
One of these courses is PULSE. Acclaimed
for the way it integrates social service and social advocacy field work with the study of philosophy and theology, the PULSE program
closed before many interested students had the
opportunity to enroll.
The course fulfills the core theology and
philosophy requirement. However, unlike Perspectives, another alternative offered by BC
which also fulfills the requirements, PULSE
offers a smaller teacher-to-student ratio.
This year, the PULSE office has more than
100 students on the waiting list. However, slots
in the program remain open for a handful of incoming freshmen. According to Professor David
McMeniman, director of the PULSE program,
"Each year we turn away approximately onehundred and fifty students from the core PULSE

class."
McMeniman said that this figure includes
seniors, many of whom have tried to enroll in
the course in previous years as well.
"But this number is conservative, as it is

based entirely

on the number who put their
names on our waiting list," he said. "[lt] does
not include those who don't bother to sign the
list because there is little or no chance of get-

ting in then if they are too far down,"

McMeniman added.
The Capstone program faced similar excess
demand. This program, however, does not have
a waiting list.
The Capstone program is an integrative program that offers courses in various disciplines.
These courses deal with work, spirituality, civic
duties and use of leisure. According to J. Robert Barth, Mcintyre Chair in the College of Arts
and Sciences, Capstone is one of the
University's hallmark programs.
"Capstone meetings have become a valuable forum in which to explore our Universitywide pursuit of excellence in leaching," Barth
wrote in the Capstone brochure.
According to the implementation plan of*
Advancing the Legacy, a report from the University Academic Planning Council released in
September 1997, "[The University] seekfs] to
advance all aspects of our mission and heritage
to provide faculties and academic resources
among the best in higher education and to produce graduates challenged intellectually and
spiritually to use their education and talents in
the service of others."
...

The Heights is seekingfreshmen writers for all
sections, as well as people to work in the business,
advertising and production departments.
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A letter to The Heights
A BC Freshman Speaks: "Learn from my Mistakes"
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Established 1919

So You're a Freshman
Welcome to some of most important, exhilarating, surreal and frightening years of your life.
Maybe you're excited, maybe you're nervous,
maybe you're scared; regardless you're in for a
life-changing experience here at Boston College.
If everything an incoming freshman needed
to know had to be boiled down into one piece of
advice, it would be this: be yourself. The Office
of Admissions sent out over 17,000 rejection letters to applicants who wanted to be at this year's
freshman orientation with you. You didn't get
one of those letters, because a team of very skilled
admissions officials knew that you would be a
valuable addition to this community, that there
was a place for you here at BC. So don't try and
change yourself in an attempt to "fit in" here
you already do.
You fit in at BC because you stood out in high
school and you will find it most rewarding here
if you are not afraid to stand out in college as
well; you are capable of it. This of course ap.plies to the classroom, but it extends far beyond
that as well: to extracurricular involvement, to
social interactions, to personal relationships.
In your mad rush to get into a top-ranked university, it may have been lost in the confusion
what exactly makes a place like BC so special.
For certain, BC's academic curriculum is an excellent one intense, broad ranging and thorough. But it is also what you want to make of it.
Taking the easy way isn't always the best way;
taking thecautious way isn't always the best way.
Don't be afraid to take that "tough but fair" professor. Don't be afraid to take that off-the-beaten
track course that seems interesting. Don't be
-

-

Attending college marks one of
greatest transitions people go
through in all of life. No longer is
there someone to instruct you on
how to act. what to do, and more importantly, how to stay focused. The
discipline that fell on your parents
during your high school days falls
totally on your own shoulders. This
is a tough adjustment, and to be successful, you not only have to make
good decisions, but you have to learn
from your bad ones. I made a very
the

of drinking slowly, and allowing my
body to absorb the alcohol, I decided
to drink at a rapid pace. After a few
hours, and too much alcohol to drink,
I was very drunk and not in control
of my actions. For no reason, I
jumped up to slap the exit sign in my
hall. Unfortunately, Ihit the sign on
its only sharp point, leaving a deep
cut the length of my entire finger and
blood gushing everywhere. After
unsuccessfully trying to stop the
bleeding for about fifteen minutes,
we realized that I would have to go
to the hospital.
Upon arrival, I had lost a large
ameuntof blood, which on top of the
alcohol caused me to be completely
out of it. Although I don't remember much of what happened at the
hospital, my friend enlightened me
to the fact that I was very belligerent and obnoxious to the night staff,
forcing them to wait hours to stitch
me up. After finally getting sowed
up at five in the morning, I made it
back to school with the sun already
up. It's safe to say that I was and
will always be very embarrassed and
regretful of the way I acted that

night.
Looking back

at the situation, I
realize that I was very lucky at how
it turned out. I could've been hurt
much worse and there may not have
been anyone to take care ofme. The
scariest part is that I put myself in a
very serious situation by making just
one stupid decision. And in some
cases, this one bad decision could
cost you everything. College is supposed to be the "time of your life,"
and without a doubt it is. But to experience this to the fullest, it is imperative that you come here expecting to be faced with numerous tough
decisions. The way you handle these
decisions will determine how successful you are at this level. I messed
up bad, and am now paying the price
for my immaturity and ignorance. I
hope you all can truly understand
what I am saying so you can learn
from my mistake, and avoid making
one of you own. By gaining this
adult maturity while still young, your
college career and entire life will
benefit greatly in the future. And that
is what I am now learning.

afraid to stand out.
bad decision in my freshman year,
But that's just the beginning, the foundation, and although I have learned from it,
of making the best of your BC experience. You I'm still paying the price. By taking
heart, I hope you all
will hear it from your Orientation Leaders over this account to
can learn from my poor decision so
and over again, and it's good advice: get inyou don't have to go through the
volved. Part of what makes BC so special is what same embarrassment and humiliathe school is able to offer its students in the way tion that I am still experiencing.
of extracurricular activities. An incomplete list
It was a Tuesday night, two
weeks before exams. I was all
of such offerings includes things like the Undergraduate Government of Boston College, club caught up on my work so I decided
have a few mixed drinks with my
rugby, the Ignacio Volunteers service group, to
friends. Although drinking in itself
WZBC radio, intramural basketball, the LGBC, is wrong and against
the law, the
and a capella groups galore. That's not even menworst decision I made that night
tioning the access to Boston, BC libraries with a wasn't the fact that I drank, it was
collection in excess of 1.7 million books, the Je- the manner in which I did. Instead
suit tradition, and all the trappings that come with
attending a school ranked in the top 40 by U.S.
News and World Report. There is something here
for you; more likely, there are many things here
for you.
Boston College's motto is "Ever to Excel."
The 2000 Heights Board
The line comes from Virgil's Aeneid, and deEditor-in-Chief
scribes the duty a young warrior felt to live up to
Michael J. Marino
the greatness of his ancestors. At BC, it means
?Executive Editor
?Business Manager
something different. Your obligation is not to the
Mark Vernazza
school's alumni, nor yourparents, nor your proAoife Temin
fessors; your obligation is to yourself. Remember what Robert Frost wrote about the "road less
traveled;"the road to excellence needs to be your
News Editor
own.
Lacy o'Toole
You are coming to BC because BC thinks that
Sports Editoryou are capable of living up to the motto of Ever
Michael Teevan
to Excel. You are needed at BC; every student
here is needed to stand out, to excel, in his or her
-Review Editorown way. Welcome, and good luck.
Jennifer M. Keller
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because life is made up of many things, life is composed of features.

Newton's Law: For Every Campus
Taking a New
There is An Equal and Opposite Campus Perspective
By

Caroline Brancatella

HEIGHTS FEATURES EDITOR

Your freshman year housing assignment is almost as anticipated as the acceptance letters that came just a few
short months ago. Knowing where
you're going to live for the duration of
your first year at Boston College seems
to solidify the fact that you are actually
coming. But what if you get assigned
to Newton? That question seems to be
one of the greatest fears ofevery incoming first-year student, many of whom
are convinced that Newton is a place
of exile where 800 students are held
captive each year. Well, approximately
800 students dolive on Newton Campus every year and all have survived to
tell the tale. In fact, a lot of them actually enjoyed it.
Originally the campus for allwomen Newton College of the Sacred
Heart, it was acquired by BC in 1974,
after the school became co-educational,
as a means of housing a growing student body and as a location for the BC
Law School. While the Newton buildings did assist in fulfilling the need for
additional housing, the location necessitated the use of the now notorious bus
system to get students to and from Main
Campus.
Having only recently escaped the
world of cheese-colored buses, Newton Campus may not seem to be the
;raost appealinghousing-choice.for in-,
\u25a0coming freshmen.
The majority of students will check
Upper Campus as their preference on
the preliminary housing forms and, if
one does check Newton, he or she can
be guaranteed residence in a Newton
dorm.
Some of the comments that fly
around, such as referring to living on
Newton as "freshman year abroad," create an attitude that is less than complimentary toward BC's satellite campus,
Nonetheless, after a full year on Newton, there are many students who will
tell you that they would choose to live
on Newton if they had to dotheir freshman year again or, at least feel they
benefited from their time as a
Newtonite.
"I loved Newton, although I never
would have admitted it while I was
waiting for the bus," said Amanda Jack,
A&S '02. 'The smaller 'community'
feel made adjusting to college a lot
easier, and seeing another Newton person on Main Campus is always a dramatic reunion. I would tell freshmen to
pick Upper, simply for convenience
sake, but if they get assigned to NewNewton can really
ton, not to worry
?

?

become a
"It's

great experience."
true that Newton does create

a 'community' feel." Jack continues.
''When there are only 800 students living in one area, it's easier to get toknow
people or recognize a familiar lace in

the crowd. The BC brochures tout, the
buses as bonding experiences, and
many realize this is actually the case.
Students will chat at the hus slop and
on the rides to and from Main Campus.

weekends it

can

become

a

nuisance.

College parlies last far past 2 a.m., so
you are left with the choice of calling a
cab or slaying with a friend on Main
Campus. The latter choice is a popular

and as the year goes on there will
he places you always know you can
crash for a night.
"The great thing about the 'campus
away from campus' is that it was the
'home' away from campus,"Elizabeth
one.

its faults. Few claim to enjoy waiting
for the bus, especially in February. Still,
Newtonites almost enter into their own
club after a year of living on Centre
Street. You'll know what that means
when next May rolls around, as someone steps on the Newton bus and you
can immediately identify them as a nonNewton person.
Brian Fleming, A&S '02, describes

PHOTO COURTESY WWW.BC.EDU

Alumni House is

which allow an opportunity to better get
to know that girl from the second floor
whom you met in passing the other
night. Or, a chance to strike up a conversation about the reading with that
guy who is in your Survey of Biology
class."
However, that doesn't mean that
riding the buses is always a glorious
experience. Officially, buses come every 10 to 15 minutes, but that's more
of a goal than a reality. The only lime
you're guaranteed thai a bus will be
ready and waiting is between 8 and 9
a.m., when the largest exodus of students from Newton takes place.
At any other time of day. it's
anyone's guess when the bus will arrive, but it is usually somewhere between a 15 to 30-minute wail.
If nothing else, this will improve
your time management skills, rather
than destroy them, as your high school
teachers warned college would.
The other issue with buses is that
they only run until 2 a.m.. During the
week, this isn't usually too much of a
problem unless you're pulling late
hours at O'Neill Library, but on the

one of

the featured buldings

on

Newton Campus.

Murphy. A&S '02, states. "Waiting for
the bus was a small price to pay for the
priceless friendships I have made. Going to Stuart and knowingthat you will
know people and that they'll be freshmen is great."
Since Stuart is a much smaller dining hall, students are almost always
guaranteed to know someone in there.
Stuart is also said to be one of the better dining halls on campus. Its late-night
selection is definitely more diverse than
Carney's, and some may even say it
surpasses Addie's on Lower Campus.
Still, there are those who wanted to
live on Upper at the beginning of the
school year and s til Ifeel that way in
May. "1 would like to say that Newton
was this fantastic experience and that
the buses broughtthe freshmen together
and that I wouldn't trade it for the
world," says Sheila Miller, A&S '02.
"Fact is, though, that the buses were a
pain and Stuart isn't that great. I loved
my freshman year and I loved my dorm,
but I'd have lived on Upper if I'd had a
choice."
There are lew people who lived on
Newton who will say that it is without

missing out on such a feeling: "That I
lived on Upper freshman year should
not make anyone think that Ihad it better than any student on Newton Campus. In some instances I feel I missed
out on certain idiosyncracies of Newton life. The students who lived on
Newton take the bus back every day and
it evoked the feeling of coming home
after a day of hard work. The students
on Newton seemed to illicit a feeling
of strong community where everybody
felt at home."
Although most students want to
live on Upper, there's a very strong
chance of getting Newton. Just as thousands of BC students before now have
faced a similar situation, the key is to
embrace the positives of Newton for
freshman year so the experience will
certainly not be any less enjoyable than
living on Upper. In fact, it could be bet-

By

Caroline Brancatella

HEIGHTS features editor

Your mind is swimming. You've
been at Orientation for almost three
days now and you've heard lectures on
drinking, core courses and the "Boston
College community," and now those
overly happy Orientation Leaders are
trying to make you choose your courses
for the first semester. It suddenly hits
you that choosing your classes is pretty
important because eventually you're
going to have to declare a major (then
change it three times) and decide what
you really want to do with you life,
But, before you let over-analysis
paralyze you, try to remember why
you're coming to college in the first
place. Well, besides the
friendships, parties and
great times you're sure
to have, you came to be
educated. BC prides itself on the Jesuit tradition of a strong liberal
arts education (even
those in CSOM are required to know their
share of literature and
philosophy) and such a
tradition is manifested
in the Perspectives Program.
Many freshmen
will take Perspectives
I: Perspectives on
Western Culture, a twosemester, 12-credit
course that fulfills the
core requirements in
theology and philosophy. The course is
unique in that it is only
offered to freshmen, so
you have only one shot
in four years here at
taking it. Based on
"great books," the
course allows freshmen
a look at the greatest
thinkers of all time who
address the question:
"What is the best way
to live?" In exploring
that question the course will provide
many different views from Plato's ideas
on civic morality to Nietzsche's views
on what it takes to become an "overman." While a large percentage of the
freshmen class will participate in Perspectives I (try fitting yourself onto a
Newton bus before a Wednesday night

As Andrea DeCataldo, A&S "02
puts it, "Living on Newton is like a free
induction to a secret society. You get
your membership and three dorms
worth of connections for the next four

BC Web site offers a way to find out
Perhaps gamblingis now trulyfinished at Boston College. BC students
will never.again have to roll.the dice
when signing up for courses each semester, as UGBC on-line (http://
www.ugbc.org) now boasts a Webbased directory of "professor evaluation profiles."
As uricensored as decency permits, these evaluations can give you
the inside scoop on any professor at
BC before you're left stranded in a
class that you find as pleasant as dental surgery.
The Web site, recently designed
by the UGBC communications department, allows students to browse
through listed professor evaluations or
to submit one of their own. "We
started off amongstcontroversy," said
Jeremy Zipple A&S '00, one of the
site's creators, "but ninety-five percent
of what comes in is perfectly legiti-

mate, constructive and

helpful criti-

cism."
Faculty and students might find
themselves at odds as to what constitutes "constructive criticism" in these
evaluations, however each entry is censored so as to weed out tasteless or in-

decent submissions. "A couple got in
that made teachers uncomfort able," said
former UGBC President Chris Golf,
"but we're not here to lambaste professors. An attack on a professor, when it
becomes personal, is unacceptable
we pull those out"
...

AstudentwhologsontoUGßC.org

is given the unique opportunity to publicly and anonymously announce a
professor's strengths and weaknesses.
rank them on a scale of one to five, add
comments, and proclaim them."recommended" or not.

These appraisals can prove invaluable to a student during scheduling
time.
Unfortunately, with this privilege
comes the temptation to rank only
"lo.yed." oi; "hated" professors; to slamdunk the instructor who slapped you

with u C- and laud the one that gave
you the easy A. However students so
far have seemed to resist that temptation, as rankings run the gambit with
2's, 3's and 4's as common as I's or
s's.
With regards to a BC sociology professor, one student wrote: "Full of
youthful energy and experience... afair
asgrader when it comes to papers
signs way too much reading and then
doesn't go over it all in class
tends
to give a feminist spin to everything."
The student rated this professWa non...

...

The other three Perspectives
open to anyone, can be
taken in any sequence and doing one
does notrequire that you do the others.
An added bonus is that while each of
the classes is a two-semesler commitment, they are also worth 12credits and
can fulfill several areas of the core.
Perspectives II: Modernism in the
Expressive Arts explores the emergence
of 20th century culture by studying the
works of major contributors to art, music and literature such as Dostoevsky,
Picasso and Stravinsky. The goal of
Perspectives 11, which can fulfill part
of the literature core as well as the fine
arts credit, is to allow students a chance
courses are

PHOTO COURTESY WWWALTAVJSTA.COM

to have the knowledge to be abje to
identify a piece of music or work of art

and know the intellectual movement behind it.
Perspectives III: Horizons of the
New Social Sciences tries to allow students to see the continuity between the
social sciences that is sociology, poyears."
litical science and economics. Instead
of hearing a name such as Machiavelli
or Adam Smith mentioned in passing,
students will read the original texts of
the people who have helped develop the
world's societies and their political and
economic structure. The social science
and philosophy cores can be fulfilled
through the course.
Perspectives IV: New Scientific Virecommended "3."
sions can fulfill either philosophy, math
Some of the more humorous entries
3,800 PEP user sessions in January. or natural science requirements through
have been a bit less even-handed.
a study of the great thmkers of science
One professor's strengths were Prior to Christmasbreak, the site averlisted.as "demeaningstudents and shataged 125PEPuser sessions daily. Over and mathematics and the impact their
tering self-confidence in one's math vacation, students continued to access discoveries have had on society. Every!abilities," another was described as the system from off campus averaging one knows the names Einstein, New23 sessions per day.
ton and the great mathematicians of anThe PEP system had visitors from cient Greece, but Perspectives IV pro29 states and 7 foreign countries. Spring vides the chance to read their actual
semester information was not available, thoughts on seemingly simple quesbut activity continues to increase.
tions of motion and probability that
"We're very pleased with the stustumped humanity for centuries.
making "really sketchy hand gestures
dent response and surprised with the
A student can choose to take four
while trying to grapple with an issue."
large number ofusers who have taken
years of Perspectives, two of the
While some faculty members consays
advantage of the system,"
Zipple.
or just one. However, it is im, l
tend that these types of submissions "We*ve been contacted
by the student courses
portant to remember that if you are inworthlessly belittle teachers, almost
governments of a couple other univercurriculum,
every negative entry is written with a
sities who are interested in using our terested in pursuing the
to
tone of admonition, warning fellow stutechnologyto set up a similar system/* freshman year is the only chance take
dents of their own frustrating experiAs its utility is contingent upon the Perspectives I. In the so-called "real
ences.
world" there's not too much opportunumber of students who submit evaluWhen one student writes of a BC
ations, UGBC's professor reviews nity to read the great philosophers and
philosophy professor: "avoid him like clearlybenefit from
popular use. At the thinkers of history; college is the place
the plague," it might be advice worth rate of current
growth, the site has the to do it and the Perspectives program
heeding.
potential to take the guess-work out of provides that opportunity.
According to Zipple, since the PEP
BC's drop/addperiod in years to come.
ter.

Is That Class Any Good?
By Michael Marino
HEK3HTSEDITOR-IN CHIEF

lecture), many students don't realize
that Perspectives is a four-year program.

?
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Freshman Reflections
College, onefreshman
looks back on the memories she's collected, those to
come, and what the Class of 2004 has to look forward to.

After her first year at Boston

Janine Hirt
The girl across the hall from me
just finished packing up most of her
stuff into huge boxes. She's planning
on sending them back to her house in
Florida, so her flight back home will
be easier.
Slowly, the posters all over campus about upcoming events and lectures are getting pulled down. The
; windows of .McEiroy Commons and
O'Neill Libipary are becoming bare.
The Rat is. dark, and its doors are

locked. Dozens of notices about
"summer storage" or "textbook buybacks" are somehow finding their way
into my mailbox,
1 just gdt off the phone with my
finom. We had to discuss what day my
iexams were over arid when I was goring back to Connecticut for the summer, and how X would move all my
v .stuff back
home.
I am not quite sure it has really
yet. I am riot quite sure I comybjletely realize that.my freshman year
at Boston College is really over. |reraember that long drive up less U>an
ten months ago, sitting next to my
parents in the car, the trunk and back
seat overflowing with clothes, bookshelves, sheets, a stereo. Wasn't that
only yesterday that we moved everything in, that the RAs helped us unload our trunks and carry our belongings up the stairs to "our" rooms? I
; can still feel that mix of excitement,
nervousness, sadness, happiness and
fear, swelling in my stomach and
..

"--

heart, and I still remember all the new
faces mirroring that exact same muddle

of emotions.
I remember being in absolute awe
as we drove lo Newton Campus, my
new home. Iremember the images conjured up in my head of an oversized
closet as I walked into my forced triple.
I remember seeing my two new
roommates for the very first time, these
people whom I had never even met and
yet was supposed to live with for an
entire year. I remember saying goodbye to my parents and I remember holding on to them just a little bit longer.
I remember watching them drive
away, as I stood by the window, knowing that I was on the verge of a brand
new life.
From thai moment on, freshman
year passed by in a whirlwind of excitement, with moments of tears, hours
of laughter,and months of change and
growth. Who can forget those first
days, wandering around the halls and
introducing yourself to everyone you
*»possibly could? And Freshman First
Week, of course, with the lobster bake,
the bypnotist, and the Museum of Fine
Arts. And what about the first Comm.
Aye. or Mod party you ever went to?
Or got denied from?
Getting used to community showers is definitely a memorably experience, as shower shoes become a daily
necessity, and being able to walk right
over andknock on soji*fibne*s door at 3
a.m. in the morning just to talk still
hasn't lost its novelty. The Newton and
Upper wars are another major issue.
Then there are your very first col-

lege classes and the first one you ever
skip, or sleep through. And that amazingprofessor who offers a helpinghand.
You find out about the all-nighters when
you study for a test or write a paper that
has been assigned three weeks before,
but, of course, you wait until the very

last minute

to start.
Or, even better, there

are the unex-

pected all-nighters you put]'with a
group of friends, watching the sun rise
as you realize you've spent, the entire
night talking and bonding.
Late nightruns, ice cream from Angora, and pizza from Papa Gino's become meal plan staples. The Newton
buses become a great method of meeting people: your head being shoved

under someone else's underarm is an
instant conversation starter.
Instant Messenger quicklycomes to
replace the casual phone call, and is
often the culprit for the delay of those
last-minute papers.
And who will ever forget registration for classes, or the wonderful
cess ofthe Housing Lottery system and
choosing your roommates,for next
year?

Relationships come arid go, friendships change from first semester to second. Moments of homesickness hit us
all, and sometimes the stress of work
and growingup and being on our own
gets the best of us; but a friend's hug

becomes the most comforting thing in
the world. Somehow those certain
people just always know what to say
or do to bring a smile to your face, because they know you in a way no one
else ever has before.

And no one will be able to forget
the football, hockey, and basketball
games, the cheering and the pride of
being a BC Eagle.
There's the freshman semi-formal,
Crimson on Thursdays, Karma and
Avalon, Who's. Perhaps the most
memorable, there aretheJEimes when
you decide to just stay in. The times
when just a movie rental, some popcorn, good music, and a group of
friends turn into hours .of talking the
future. These are the tirnejS when you
realize how much life has changed in
less than a year. The tings when you
knew, really knew,

thatjjfi

lege you had found another

home.
"This Friday, Mom. That's when
I'll be coming home." 1 hang up the
phone and walk across the.hall to my
friend's. Little is left Of the personality she had brought to the impersonal
Keyes North second floor room.
The pictures of all of us mat lined
the walls have been taken down, the
~; bowl of popcorn we all shared yesterday has been washed and cleaned, and
the ticket stubs to the Concerts and
games we attended throughout the
year have been cleared off her desk
and hidden away in a scrapbook.
As we leave for the summer, after
the first year of college, we leave as
different people. We are leaving Boston College and our new friends to go
back to places many of us have lived
in all our lives. And, as many of us
. go, we realize that, in the process of
going back for the summer to one
...

Sub-Free
Doesn't Mean
Fun Free
By Caroline Hosman
HEIGHTS STAFF
Waking up Sunday morning can

hall cluttered with beer
a wet puddle of
Miller Genuine Draft on your carpet
floor, using a bathroom where the
stench of vomit still looms, or worse.
For many BC students, this is a typical
situation to find Sunday mornings.
However, there are some students at this
school who choose to avoid that experience: students who choose to live in
substance-free housing.
"I decided that I was going to try
to stay away from drinking as much as
possible, and Iwanted to meet as many
other people as I could who felt along
the same lines," said Bob Gregory,
CSOM '03.
Jonah Petri's, A&S '02, father suggested living on a substance-free floor
his freshman year. "My dad, who works
here, once had a really bad experience
with a student who had a roommate that
was constantly drinking. He told me
just, for the benefit of the doubt, to do
substance-free my first year. This year,
I'm doing it again because I met a lot
of people last year and I wanted to stay
close to them."
mean finding a

cans,

stepping into

chosen to live in a substance-free environment, it does not mean that they
have eliminated all contact with substances or people who use ihem.
"If you still want to drink, you can
go somewhere else, but you won't find
it on the floor. You can still meet people
on the floor who might want to drink.
You don't have to worry about anyone
coming back wasted." stated Tom
Smith, A&S '03.
Montgomery agrees, "I think it's
good too that some people drink and
some people don't, but it's not brought
back here, so you don't deal with people
getting sick at odd hours of the morning. It's nice because for a lot of the
year, I have to get up at five, and it just
makes things happier."
It seems that since the typical weekend plans at BC often involve some
kind of drinking, many substance-free
residents have to work harder to find
weekend activities.
"I would say that a lot of college
life revolves around alcohol, especially
on the weekends. I think the students,
because of the way they choose to live
their life, have to find alternatives.
Whether it's watching a movie in their
room, going out to just have pizza or
going to an ice skating rink, I think that

Handling Roommate Dilemmas
Annie Barrett
For the first few days of school,
your roommate will be your new best
friend. You'll go to meals together and
talk late at night about how weird it is
to be at college. Once the newness rubs
off. though, your roommate relationship
could go anywhere.
Fortunately, most roommates live
somewhat happily ever after without
too many problems. The concept of a
roommate is weird. A person you've
never met will suddenly be sleeping six
feet away from you (1.5 feet if you're
blessed with a forced triple).
You'll be expected to act generally
civil towards each other, possibly even
get along, only because some system
happened to plant you two in the same
room.

For some, this task is simple to
carry out. Many roommates become
instant best friends and share secret languages, looks, and codes against everyone else on the floor. Beware of them;
Best-of-Friends-Roommates are tricky,

and often annoying.
Others merely get along, and deal
with each other when problems arise.
These are Ideal Roommates, who serve
as models for their hallmates and for
society at large.

Nemesis Roommates, whose fights
will keep you awake and whose room
you will always want to throw things
into or demolish, are the worst.
So how can you become an Ideal
Roommate? Be yourself with your
roommate, and confront him or her if
you have a problem.
Perhaps this brief lists of what to
do and what not to do can be of assistance.

Dilemma: Your roommate, thinking
she's funny, constantly drowns out your
music with her own, causing you to go
home and ask your friends, with perfect pitch, if you are "their fire, their
one desire."
Don't: Throw her a deadly stare, then
immediately crank your music to full
volume. This might affect people

around you; their ears will suffer from
both the volume and the clash of tunes.
Do: Say firmly, "I was listening to
something," and ask that she turn hers
off. Invest in headphones if the problem persists. They can work miracles.

puter all night, irks you.
Don't: Pelt your sleeping roommate
with stuffed animals (or large books)
and change the password on his or her
Instant Messenger.
Do: Just tell your roomie! Say, "Hey,
would you mind
you snore loudly
rolling over?" or joke, "Can't you just
type 'lol' without actually performing
the act?"
?

Dilemma: The TV's never off in your
room, and you need to study.
Don't: Stand in front of the TV, blocking out Dawson Leery's giant head with
your own, or stomp off with every book
you've ever owned, proclaiming, "I
GUESS I'll go to the LIBRARY now!"
Your roommate might feel bad, but by
then you'll be gone anyway, so she'll
keep watching.
Do: Ask your roommate to either cut
back or go to a different room to gel
herdaily dose of the WB. Whipping out
those headphones might produceguilt,
too.

Dilemma: Your roommate's behavior,
whether it be her vicious snoring or her
loud cackle as she "tor's at her com-

Basically, it's a bad idea to let your
roommate get to you, and a good one
to tell him or her what the problem is.
You might feel mean or rude in doing
so, but the results will most likely produce a better living situation than if
you'd kept quiet.
Roommates are a gamble. They
could end up being some of your closest friends, or you two might end the
year as just friendly acquaintances.
As long as you and your roomie are
up front with each other, the year should
go just fine.
And if it doesn't, just remember:
you can pick your own roommates next
year, which is an adventure of its own.

Interested in writing for The Heights?
Features would be happy to have you.
Just e-mail Caroline at
brancate@bc.edu for info about the
section and our meetings. Or, look for
postings about The Heights around
campus and at Student Activities Day.
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Besides the obvious benefits of
avoiding substance use and abuse
within their dorm rooms that these students seek, residents cited other perks
that came along with their choice. "You
don't have to deal with the lottery,"
pointed out Jenny Gesualdo, A&S '02.
When first asked about the other
benefits, Brendan O'Brien, A&S '02
replied, 'The stove." He went on to add,
"This year, the guaranteed accommodations in Edmond's are a plus, and you
don't have the same number of people
who come in the hall after abusing substances."
Petri agreed. However, he added
that substance-free does not mean
noise-free. "I can't say that you know
you're not going to have loud, noisy
parties at night, because we've had
some of those. You have to deal with
drunk people wandering around and I
can't stand the smell of cigarette
smoke," he said.
Many substance-free residents find
that living with other people who share
their beliefs is an advantage in itself.
"It's good that everyone around you
agrees with your feelings towards being substance-free and that gives us a
common bond," said Carolyn Smith,
A&S "02.
Her roommate Courtney Montgomery, SOE '02, has discovered the same
thing, "I've talked to friends of mine
living on other floors, and noneof them
know anyone on their hall. Fortius floor
in particular, it seems that people hang
out more."
Gregory has found it to be especially beneficial because he is a freshman. "I ended up finding a group of
kids here who wanted to do something
else besides go out and party, so we really ended up having a good time going out into Boston and stuff. We can
still go out to parties, but it's always
easy to find people who don't want to
drink."
Just because these students have

they are more creative with their time
than a lot of BC students are. The substance-free students are phenomenal in
terms of the amount of energy they put
forth in wanting to do a variety of
things," said Luis Inoa, Edmond's Hall

Director.
O'Brien listed several of his floor's
alternative activities. "We chase each
other up and down the hall. We do communal dinners. We organize field trips,"
he said.
Despite all of ihe pros to living on
a substance-free floor, there can be large
consequences of breaking the contract
that residents signed when they agreed
to live in the special interest housing.
"Any kinds of substance that you
would not normally put into your body
are not allowed on the floor," said Inoa.
"Residents should also not being coming back in an altered state. If they stay
on the floor just because they want the
housing, and they come back in an altered state, they could possibly be removed from the floor for just being in
that condition," .
He added thai the punishment of removal is not always the case.
"If you're passed out and have to
be taken to the hospital, possible sanction for that would be removal from the
floor. There is always sanction, but it's
not always removal. Sometimes, it is
not even probation. I've only had to
deal with one incident and because it
wasn't of grand magnitude, I felt that
just a discussion and a warning would
do. It's still a letter. It still goes in your
file, it does have meaning, but it is not
as heavy as housing probation or deferred housing," stated Inoa.
Smith concluded by trying to defuse a stereotype that he believes exists, "A lot of people think that when
you go on the substance free floor, you
are just going to meet a lot of dweebs,
but it's not like that at all. You're still
going to meet cool kids. They're not
dorks or anything."
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A sizzling summer in cinemas Nothing Ordinary about Kozol
By Matt Swenson
Heights Senior Staff

.

The summer movie season has already come in like a
lion, dianks to Gladiator and its $32 million opening week-1
end. But there will be plenty more from where Gladiator
came from this season.
If Gladiator has not already filled your
*4tfjß
appetite for epics, just wait until Mcl Gibson
stars in The Patriot, due out June 30. The /
ad campaign makes the film seem like
JH
Braveheart meets the American Revoj£H
lution, but the Internet buzz is very
JBi
heavy that Gibson has hit another
JMm
home run. Is it possible that di- , Jliy
rector Roland Emmerich
JjjHHr
(Godzilla) may have finally / JHgPf
learned how to make a /:-djHF
good film.
Rounding out the VS summer's dra- iWk
mas will be The
Perfect Storm, jJB
which was filmed
in Gloucester, H
George Clooney 1H
Massachusetts.
Wahlberg team up !§«
and
Mark
again
Three Kings, but that mm
should
not excite anybody. On
th c
Pus s 'de, the man behind the fw
camera is Wolfgang Petersen.
besi known for directing Das Boot ' t(H
&^^M
and In the Line of Fire.

£mm\W

J/LwW

Are you in the mood for lighter fare? Plenty of
laughs should be had thanks to some familiar faces.
Jim Carrey returns to his pre-Truman Show days
in Me, Myself, and Irene, a romantic comedy directed by the Farrelly Brothers (There s Something
About Mary). Carrey is funny in his split-personality role, but his character's three teenage Afri-

can-American sons will be what audiences are
talking about after seeing the film.
Also a sure hit is The Nutty ProfesBL
Ht sorll: The Klumps. Eddie MurphyreBk turns as Sherman Klu m p
and Buddy JL o y e ,
which

r

should mean big laughs if this film resembles
[ the first one at all.
Speaking of sequels, Mission: Imposfc.
sible 2 finds Tom Cruise in his first action
role since the first Mission: Impossible.
Rumor has it there was lots of editing to
Bk achieve its final PG-13 rating, but odds
Wk are that this will be a huge hit. However,
I the first one was a blockbuster as well
\u25a0B, and it just stunk.
Hi
The summer's biggest X fac-

See

p.
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Church is found, is a highly segregated
community in the South Bronx, where
a view of the Riker's Island prison is
"This is a book about the children's easier seen from the rooftops than the
games and stories, and their silliness Statue of Liberty. Unfortunately, this
and sorrows, and the many intricate and perspective correlates all too well with
sometimes elegant theologies they the outlook that these children have for
manage to create in order to invite into their future. Their school system does
our lives the little mysteries that make
not allocate the funds that they need in
them brave."
order to have
Jonathan
smaller class
Kozol, a 64-year
sizes, ample
old,
white,
materials, or
Resurrections:
Ordinary
Harvard-eduadequate
cated man, en- Children in the Years
Hope teachers. The
tered the poorest
result is poor
By Jonathan Kozol
of New York
test scores
public
City
and tracking
pages
388
schools and, inprograms that
stead of seeing
lead children
all that was
into
the
wrong, realized all the hope that was
workforce and do not encourage them
to pursue higher education. Kozol's juxthere. In his new book, Ordinary Resurrections, he describes the imaginataposition of factual information about
tion, ambition, and love that he finds
the education system with his sensitive
present in the children at the St. Ann's
and poignant depiction of the children's
after school program which he visits, aspirations and abilities serves to propublic
as well as the conditions of the
vide powerful evidence that all children
schools that these children attend. His should be given equal opportunities.
eloquently
discussion
balances the
Kozol draws from the strength he
beauty found in the simplicity of these finds in the community during his vischildren with the ugliness of their surits with the children. Just as he is able
roundings and their future.
to gain appreciation from the children's
Mott Haven, where St. Ann's simple wisdom, he is provided with

By Janelle Nanos
For The Heights

inspiration from the supportive teach-

ers; and the grandmothers and priests
that run the after school program. They
work with the children at the time when
their innocence has yet to be tarnished,
yet they struggle to sustain their sense
of hope. Watching so many young

JONATHAN
KOZOL

of

ORDINARY
RESURRECTIONS
C II 1 I. I>
YEARS

«

OF

t N
HOPE

people in their community fail to

achieve their goals is discouraging, but
these amazingpeople tell Kozol of their
determination to give them a good future. Kozol is also able to beautifully
express how the role of Catholicism in
both the children and adults lives serves

See Kozol,

8
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Around Town: Boston concert venues to explore
By Jennifer M. Keller
Heights Arts & Review Editor

We all know that Boston is a coltown, but many Boston College
students do not realize or take advantage of the fact that Boston is also a
music town. For incoming freshmen,
there is much to discover about this city,
and the music scene is one of them. This
year, as you explore what BC and Boston have to offer, make-a point to .try
out these diverse music venues.
lege

Avalon
Best known for its reputation as a
dance club, the Avalon also pleases
concertgoers as the biggest club concert venue in the city.
The wooden dance floor (the management calls it a "ballroom") is never
so packed as duringa sold-out show at
the Avalon. It is usually general admission; so if you get in early enough (or

PHOTO COURTESY OK HTTP://CO. BOSTON COM/
SITES'HOUSEOFBLUES7/HOME.HTML

House of Blues

Top of the Hub

are not afraid to elbow a few people to
get ahead), try for a space on the front
of a dance platform or stair if you cannot make it all the way to the stage. No
matter where you are in the Avalon, you
will probably have a good view, however, and that is one of the reasons
people like this high-class venue so

much.
That, and because the Avalon attracts the big name national rock acts
that Bostonians want to see. Alariis
Morrisette, Bob Dylan and Ben Harper
have all graced the stage of this venue
in the last year, and the upcoming
schedule promises more great shows in
the future.
Avalon's location is key;
Lansdowne Street is the home to a variety of clubs and bars such as the
Karma Club, Mama Kin, Bill's Bar and
Axis. The street likes to think of itself
as Boston's center for great nightlife,
and most of the made-up, colognedoused revelers roaming its crowded
stretch on Friday and Saturday nights
will not disagree. The atmosphere is
charged with late-nightspirit and a good
time is not difficult to find any place
on the street.
House of Blues
Yet another small venue on the
Boston music scene, the House ofBlues
is well worth a visit on any day of the
week. Happily located in Harvard
Square, this three-story blue building
(yes, it is actually blue) features a basement bar, a restaurant on the first floor
and a tiny stage and bar under a peaked
roof in what could be considered the
attic.
Whether dining, drinking or dancing at the House of Blues, there is always something interesting to look at,
The walls of the upper floors are ringed
with the names and faces of influential
blues musicians from throughout
America's history and this venue
houses over 200 pieces of original artwork by Southern artists.
The House of Blues claims that it
hosts blues acts, but the venue's repertoire also includes such bands as
Blessid Union of Souls and the local
group Angus.

play the Comer.

pect to find more

The Upstairs focuses more on local and occasionally national rock acts,
usually four a night.
The more recently opened Downstairs has a larger capacity so it attracts
larger national and international bands.
Whether from the mezzanine level or
the main floor, watching a show at the
Middle East Downstairs is always an
intimate and interestingexperience due
to
and diversecrowd.
Treket prices for Downstairs shows
range from about $5 to $20 and are
available throughthe Middle East ticket
office or Ticketmaster,

night's sleep. Those who have discovered Scullers Jazz Club, however, know
that a gem can be found on the second
floor of the posh hotel.
Scullers Jazz Club is a unique Bos-

TT the Bear's Place

its usual crowd is
be well-dressed
businesspeople and out-of-towners
rather than chain-smoking twentysomething university students. That is
not to say that the college crowd is not
welcome at Scullers, but be prepared
to pay more than the $5 or $8 you can
get away with at the House of Blues.
Also, you will not find mainstream
acts performing here
Scullers does
not pander to what is popular, but rather
quality
seeks
musicians who will probably never appear on MTV. Recent examples of visiting musicians are Robbie
Coltrane, John Coltrane's son, and the
highly enigmatic Caribbean Jazz
?

Venue Details
'

The Orpheum Theater has been a
Boston landmark since it debuted as the
Music Hall in 1852. In its early days,
the New England Conservatory regularly performed there, and intellects
such as Emerson and Booker T. Washington lectured from its stage.
Today, the Orpheum is an entirely
different place. Instead of well-coifed
ladies and aged gentlemen in top hats,
patrons of this theater are more likely
to be pierced, shaggy-haired and under
the age of 30. While some more established Bostonians perhaps bemoan the
lost beauty and prestige of the theater
(the lobby is often smoke-filled, the
floors are worn, the interior walls are
tattered) the
Orpheum has
claimed a new
sort of prestige
in the modern
rock world.
The

f\
I }

Orpheum now

hosts nationally acclaimed
acts such as Beck and Comedy
Central's favorites,Kids in the Hall. For
those of us who enjoy seeing major
national performers in a relatively intimate setting, the Orpheum is a great
find on the Boston venue scene, tattered
or not.

The layout of the theater requires
that all tickets are numbered by seat
there is no general admission. Balcony
seats are not as intimate as floor level,
but most seats are good due to the
Orpheum's sloping floors and wide,
Middle East
The first time you visit the Middle cushioned chairs. When headlining acts
East, you may find yourself confused. are on stage, the crowd is always on its
Is the band you want to see playing at feet, anyway, and there is plenty of
Upstairs, Downstairs or at the Corner? room for dancing in the aisles.
This club is more than a concert
The only seats to avoid are along
venue? it is two floors and four sepathe sides of the theater. During concerts,
the usual stage set-up requires huge
rate areas designed to feed, entertain
and possibly enlighten you. Every sectowers of speakers to each side of the
tion has at least one full service bar and band which essentially blocks at least
a Lebanese restaurant is connected to
half of the stage from seats on the far
the Upstairs. The restaurant and the left or far right of the Orpheum.
paintings
phoFir-Jing this venue is easy if you
Comer both feature
and
tographs by local and international artknow where to look. Hamilton Place
ists.
dead-ends off of Tremont Street at the
But what does each area of the Park Street T stop intersection
the
Middle East offer the average dead end is the Orpheum's front door,
concertgoer?
This great location puts concertgoers in
Upstairs and the Corner provide the middle of historic Boston, allowlive music seven nights a week. Acts at ing for easy access to downtown enterthe Corner are always free, and you'll tainment and restaurants before and affind an eclectic mix of entertainment.
ter shows.
Wednesday nights you can even experience Arabic music and traditional Scullers Jazz Club
belly dancing. Other days of the week,
Entering the Double Tree Guest
acoustic, jazz and experimental acts
Suites, one does not immediately ex?

J

i

'
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See Venues, p. 8

(617) 497-2229
Capacity: 250
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Orpheum Theater

»

}\u25a0 1 Hamilton Place
Green Line, Park Street T stop
www.blackstone-presents.com/
orpheum.html
(617)679-0810
Capacity: 2800
:\u25a0'\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0'
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400 Soldiers Field Road
Double Tree Guest Suites, 2nd floor
Red Line, Central SquareT stop
www.scullersjazz.com
617-562-411 lor 617-779-481
Capacity; 150

'

a
l

.

o
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?55 Davis Square

Red Line, Davis SquareT stop
No official Web site available
(617) 625-5700 or (617) 6254088
k Capacity: 900

|\
i

800 Boylston St.

mP

Prudential Center, 52nd floor
Green E Lane, Prudential Center T stop
http://www.topofthehub.com
(617) 536-1775
Capacity: about 50, plus standing
room

d

TT the Bear's Place
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lOßrooklineSt.
; lied Line, Central SquareT stop
http://www.tiac.net/users/ttbears/

(6f7)492-BEAR
Capacity: 300+
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Top of the Hub
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Somerville Theater
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S Scullers Jazz Club

?

?

www.hob.com

472-480 Massachusetts Avenue
0r
; Red Line, Central Square T stop
www.mideastclub.com
HHRP
(617) 864-EAST
Capacity: 200 Upstairs, 575
Downstairs

i

Top of the Hub

This venue is a little out of the way
it is located on the 52nd floor of the
Prudential Center and it is better for
the experience than for its variety of
music. While the Top of the Hub offers
live jazz every night of the week, the
real reason to make the trek to the top
of the Prudential is the view. Ask for a
seat in the lounge near the band and you
may end up with a window seat, gazing over a glittering Boston to the
sounds of quality jazz.
Like Scullers Jazz Club, this venue
is not a place you'll visit regularly. For
special occasions or a spontaneous desire for something different, it serves
its purpose.

;

S Middle East

?

Recent visitors to the Somerville
stage include Joan Baez, Moe and
Vermont's Strangefolk.

i

f\
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96 Winthrop St., Harvard Square
Red Line, Harvard Square T stop

m

?

$10-$25.

£J

House of Blues

i

Ticket prices range from $10 to
$40, averaging about $22.
Somerville Theater
Getting to the Somerville Theater
is somewhat of a trek ? it's in
Somerville, after all. Two T stops beyond Harvard on the Red Line finds you
in the bustling Davis Square and at the
door of the aging theater (it is 80 years
old). Despite its age, the theater is in
relatively good shape,
as it was recently renovated.
More often a movie
theater than a concert
venue, the Somerville
Theater offers audiences a unique cinematic experience for
a price that won't get
you in the door at most theaters: a cool
$5.25.
When it does host a concert, this
every
venue allows everyone in
show is all ages because no alcohol is
servedin the theater.
Depending on the company producing the show, some concerts are
general admission and some require
seating assignments. Whether you end
up in the front row or in the balcony,
however, most seats offer a tolerable
view. Ticket prices typically range from

15 Lansdowne St.
Green Line, Kenmore T stop
www.avalonboston.com
(617) 262-2424
Capacity: 1,300

{A

Project.
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Avalon

»

?

Orpheum Theater

?
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Venues Break the chain
to view
By Jeffrey

Hobbs

Heights Editor

Continued

from p.

7

Expect prices to be steep (we paid
nearly $ 12 for several slices of cheese,
a couple crackers and a wedge of apple)
and the dress code to be rather stiff.
The jazz starts at around 8:30 or 9
in the evenings, and the bands usually
play for about four hours.

For years, a question has plagued
music fans everywhere: where does
one find a reasonably priced copy of
Quiet Riot's "C** on Feel the Noize?"
Weary album hunters, look no further
than your neighborhood's
record store. Within
dark and often crampedjjß
stores lie hidden trea-jH
from the '70s. '80sjH
and beyond.
The real attraction?
of used record stores
their cut-rate prices. PricesiH
for CDs and tapes can
from $ I to $ 10 for relatively
releases. On a good day, you can enter
a used record store and find two
boppin'albumsfor under 10 bucks. As
with any used goods, it is best to shop
around a bit before purchasing an album, since stores often price albums
in a seemingly arbitrary manner.
Artists who are
popular (Bob Dylan, The
Beatles, Ace of Base)

9gest

-

TT the Bear's Place
One door down from the Middle
East Downstairs is yet another Boston
concert venue, the oddly named TTthe
Bear's Place.
TT's opened in 1985. Since then,
bands such as Smashing Pumpkins, PJ
Harvey, Sebadoh, the Indigo Girls and
Jane's Addiction have graced TT's
stage. Today, however, you are more
likely to encounter original local and
touring acts than big names at TT the
\u25a0 Bear's.
Every Monday night, Tremont Ale
:and TTthe Bear's present their $2 "The
'Other Side of the Bear" Acoustic Series featuring artists such as Red Planet
and Craig Small of Nemo and Ad Frank
disproportionately
and Friends.
sented in used recordJH
Watching a show at TT's is an intiBf f
mate experience
with a capacity of stores, so the chance thaiflj
approximately 300 Bostonians, TT's you will be able to findW
makes everyone feel like they are part the popular records thaqH
you want is quite good.
of the show.
Used record stores
offer a wide selection of
rabilia and rarities. If you ever must
have an original Beatles' LP or a guitar pick used by a member ofKiss, you
may just find what you need. Again, it
is wise to shop around because often
merchandise branded to be "one of a
kind" is a mass-produced replication.
The key to shopping in such
stores is being aware of the
product you are purchasing, jffl
Most stores have a strict JH
Continued from p 7
no-return policy, so un~ Jfl
less you check
you may end up stuckiH
to unite and inspire them. His title, Ordinary Resurrections, contemplates with a lemon.
There is nothing
bow these children will be able to beat
the odds against them on a daily basis annoying as rushing
at their schools and continue to retain
with Sly and the
the hope they have to succeed.
Stone's "Stand 1 and finding
Ordinary Resurrections is a comthe CD has a scratch the size of the
pelling book that forces us to question
Grand Canyon.
our society's stance on education.
The list below offers a glimpse at
Kozol's writing remarkably captures some usedrecord
stores in the Boston
the simple dignity found in all of the
area. Prices for similar hard rock bands
children he encounters at St. Ann's
have been used for price comparison
while also reflecting on all that is deprived of them. His perspective presents purposes.
a, challenge for us to look beyond impersonal statistics and realize that the In Your Ear MusicConveniently located near the
'hope that these children have should be
shared and encouraged by all.
Pleasant Street Green Line T stop, In
?

Kozol's
latest

conquers

"

Your Ear Music has remained a mainstay for over 15 years. They boast a
comprehensive vinyl collection spanning five decades. Althoughtheir tape
and CD selections are smaller than their
vinyl, they have a large jazz section and
quite a few new releases. Compact
discs cost between $6-$ 10. The biggripe is the lack of cat\u25a0| egorization. Albums are
HL displayed in rough alHt phabetical order that
makes browsing a
\u25a0 must. They also sell
\u25a0 used movies and
rNuggetsNuggets, located near the

Kenmore T stop, provides used record
shopping in a nicer, if not more cluttered, setting. Their CD selection is
smaller than most stores, but the chance
of finding a new release is greater. Nuggets has expanded the used record
stores' obligatory $1 bin so that it ocwhole section of their
. Shoppers can find
i the Queensryche alim "Promised Land"
nd Iron Maiden's "Acident of Birth" for
10. Finding a desired
bum is helped by the
t that Nuggets categotheir CDs by artist.

S

CD Spins, on Newbury Street near
the Hynes Convention Center T stop,
looks like your average record store.
Albums are categorized by artist and
there are a number of new CDs mixed
in with the used. They have a large
techno section and, as their name
implies, do not carry tape or
\u25a0k vinyl. Shoppers can find
Hl the Queensryche album
\u25a0kfor $6.99 and Ratt's
Undercover"

\u25a0for $7.99.

Br Mystery TYainMr Down Newbury Street

PFfrom

CD Spins, Mystery
Train offers not only used CDs,
but also used vinyl and cassettes. The
store boasts a large cassette selection
and organizes their albums by artist.
Those looking for a specific album
might find it hard to rifle through the
sections that mix artists with the same
first letter. Again, there is no guarantee that albums of an artist will be
placed next to each other. Shoppers can
find the Queensryche album for $7.50
and Megadeth's "Risk" for $8.50.

Promising summer movies
Continued from

p.

7

movie starring Harrison Ford and
Michelle Pfeiffer being bad. Throwing
Robert Zemeckis (Forrest Gump) into
the mix does not hurt; unless he treats
it as the film he made while waiting for
Tom Hanks to
shed
60
pounds for
a

tor has to X-Men, starring Patrick
Stewart and lan McKellen. Bryan
Singer(The Usual Suspects) has a good
track record, but
not in big-budget
films. In addition, history has
Castaway.
taught us that
Every
good
film above will
comic
books do not
be a moderate
to large scaled
necessarily make
hit, as will Digood films. Anyone remember
nosaur and
Disney's Dinosaur
the last three
Poke m o n
Batman movies?
2000. The real
One film that will have no surprises question remains: which film will be
,in Gone in 60 Seconds. It will be the this year's The Sixth Sense (a surprise
typical Jerry
hit)? But, if we
Bruckheimer
knew that anfilm: very loud
swer, it would
with many explonot be a sursions. Nicolas
prise. Until we
Cage, Angelina
find that jewel,
Jolie and Robert
be prepared for
Duvall, all Oscar
lots of muwinners, star in
tants, aliens
this massive tesand
movie
Gone in 60 Seconds
tosterone flick.
stars returning
What Lies Beneath shows great to their old ways. It should be a fun
promise. After all, it is hard to imagine summer at the movies.

Theaters
Chestnut Hill Cinema 5
27 Boylston St.
By the Chestnut Hill Mall on Route 9

(617) 277-2500
Walk down Hammond St., go
right at Rt. 9

Cleveland Circle Cinema
399 Chestnut Hill
In Cleveland Circle
(617) 566^t040
Across from the Reservoir T stop
on Green Line D train
Aye.

Coolidge Corner Theatre
290 Harvard St.
At Coolidge Comer on corner of
Beacon and Harvard St.

(617) 734-2500
Green Line C train, Coolidge
Comer stop

Loews Nickelodeon
606 Commonwealth Aye.
Near Boston University
(617) 424-1500
Green Line B train, BU East stop

West Newton Cinema
1296 Washington St.and Route 16
A hike from the T stop
(617) 964-6060
Green Line D train, Woodland stop

George Clooney weathers The Perfect Storm this summer.

Up
Listen
WZBC, BC's radio station,

By Paul G. Jackson
Heights Staff

For the past semester, staff writer
Paul G. Jackson has sampled the different shows offered by Boston
College's award-winningradio station,
WZBC, through his weekly column.
Listen Up. Read on for a taste of what
WZBC has to offer, and check out The
Heights in the fall for more Listen Up
articles.
Gull's Window Circus
DJ Carl Thien
Tuesday, 3-7 p.m.

The
in to
Gull's Window Circus every Tuesday
Undoubtedly
afternoon is Carl Thien.
one of the most immediately passionate men that I have encountered, Carl
has such a fervor for his meager four
hours a week that 1 doubt any DJ I talk
to will be able to top his personality and
love for what he does.
With so many interesting elements
to discuss, it is certainly necessary to
speak of the music first. In his words,
he has an "obsession with international
music: Japan, Germany, France, Poland
and Spain." He looks down upon most
American releases these days.
Most of the show is techno-induced
beats and synthesizers repetitiously
beeping. Monotonous? Hardly. But
techno is not all that can be experienced
in Circus, for rock n'roll is not lost here;
it simply is a little more mature than
most of the drivel one hears on a daily
basis.
On air, Carl is indeed a chipper fellow. He is a man who is all about music, and not about telling tales of exgirlfriends or anything else that might
interfere with the sounds. To Carl, the
show is a "concentrated listening session." For four hours a week he is cloistered in a little room with just the
worldly music to experience,
and this is essentially what
the listener gets in return.
There is much more to
say about the show and the
little man changingthe discs,
but it is difficult to convey it
all in such little space. The
show comes highly recommended, and even checking
out his Web page is an experience (which can be found
site,
via
WZBC's
greatest reason to tune

sounds forthe community; as music has
changed, so has he. His first song on
the morning of my visit, an Elvis
Costello track, brings back old memories for him; he then proceeds to play
no shortage of bands that are not quite
as popular as Mr. Costello.
The show initially seems to be a
showcase of the mellower side of rock
with some folk sounds thrown in for
good measure. And then, just as it becomes easy to label what music the
show will emphasize, the Donnas lake
over the airwaves with their noisy punk
rock.
The show itself

J

...

try.

Mass. Aye. and Beyond
DJ Tracey Stark
Friday, 4-6 p.m.

the Internet. Later in the show, the listener was treated to his take on hippies
interesting ideas, for
and protesting
?

sure.

The music comes about half from
his own collection and half from what
the station provides. Walker calls it a
"healthy mix of old and new." This is
accurate; but not only is it old and new,
it is trippy, fast, surf and whatever else
can fit under the loose definition of
rock.
The show is solid, and certainly
deserves a chance from the BC community. In the words of Ben Walker
himself, the show reveals that "some
things you haven'theard are better than
the things you have heard."
Rock 111
DJ Peter Choyce
Friday, 1-4 p.m.
After listening to a considerable
number of shows on the "Z" this year,
one notices that patterns start to arise
among DJs. They are all a little quirky;
they all know everything there is to
know about their niche in the music

As a soon-to-be-sophomore philosophy major at BC, I am starting to
become somewhat more familiar with
the faculty here. However, I have yet
to discover any professor quite like
Tracey Stark. Stark, a BC graduate with
a Ph.D. in philosophy, has adopted Boston as her home and every week provides local sounds of the community
for the whole city to enjoy.
The show fits under the category
of "specialty" shows at WZBC. These
shows fit neatly between the morning
rock shows and the nighttime NCP
shows. Friday afternoons, however,
find their specialty in the sounds of
rock, NCP, maybe even a little hip hop,
all from the area of Boston.
Stark has been doing the show since
1992. In the two hours Tracey is given,
she interviews bands, talks to filmmakers and covers the Boston entertainment
scene as thoroughly as possible.
Her music covers many genres.

From bands like the Masters of Slapstick to the softer rock ofPlanet Queen,
it is difficult to sum up what the show's
sound really is. Basically, as Stark puts
it, it comes down to the fact that "if you
want to see live bands and find out
what's out there, then this is the show
to listen to." Tune in Friday afternoons
if you want to hear what this city has to
offer musically, and enjoy the
refreshing sounds of the DJ
that is Tracey Stark.
One Step Beyond
DJ Matt Melanson, A&S '01
Friday, 6-7 p.m.
Once a week, a junior at
Boston College named Matt
Melanson is trying to help
this campus and this city not
only remember the Ska
movement, but also learn of
its illustrious history and fu-

www.bc.edu/bc_org/svp/

st_org/wzbc/). In Carl's
words, "everything has a
story," and clearly this man
has many.

ture.

The Delta Factor
DJ Brian Cleary
Wednesday, 7-10 p.m.
Every night on WZBC there are
shows categorized by the phrase "No
Commercial Potential" (NCP). NCP is
often difficult to describe, for it is purely
experimental sounds. It is one aspect
of WZBC that makes the station truly
unique.
While some NCP shows are into the
"techno/house/jungle thing" as DJ
Brian Cleary puts it, The Delta Factor
is more .bout classic '80s NCP and the
newest of the new in the field. In many
ways, Cleary's show is more listenable
than some of the other NCP shows that
break all boundaries of music and noise.
The genres of music of The Delta
Factor are very limited. While earlier
in the day, punk rock can follow Britpop, here it is limited mainly to the
world of computers and synthesizers.
Bands like Quickspace and the Electric
Birds are typical of what one can hear
on the

show.

While I must admit that NCP is usually not my forte, I was pleasantly surprised by the sounds of the show. After
three hours of straight listening, I felt
hypnotized by the notes being repeated
over and over again on a bass guitar.
When variations do occur in the music, they are all the more noticeable and

interesting.
Cleary's on-air talking was limited,
but 1 feel that should be the nature of
NCP. Fans do not tune in to experimental sounds to hear anything but the

music.
The Delia Factor carries a recommendation; it is probably the best way
for one to ease oneself into NCP for the
first time and try listening to some
music that takes a patient ear to really
appreciate.

has to offer

might find are Permanent Wave, Unnatural Ax and old school Alice Cooper covering a track of the Jets. And just
to top things off, this past show ended
with a song about hamsters, orifices and
I'll let your mind draw its own conclusions. An odd man is Choyce.
His show is yet another example of
the quality radio that BC has to offer if
one is not too close-minded to give it a

runs extraordinar-

ily professionally. Always ready to take
on any topic, he is never short of things
to rant about. His latest bit of excitement was the news of WZBC now on

world, and one wonders exactly what

Local

V
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any of them do in the real world.
With this in mind, Peter Choyce's
show on Friday afternoons just amplifies these preconceptions. One look at
his Web page (found via WZBC's page)
reveals a mind that is completely gone
from normal reality and one that seems
completely baffling. His show does not

disappoint.
Choyce's style is very straightforward, empty of the normal DJ cliches.

He plays the music he likes and talks
about whatever may be on the top of
his mind. The show I witnessed, for instance, featured discussion of his big
role in a production of West Side Story
where he plays Officer Krumpke. He
had injured himself the last time he attempted his big "back flip scene" and
was worried over the night's performance. This basically sums up who
Choyce is: a strange little DJ, who at
age 40 has two DJ gigs and really loves
his three hours per week on WZBC.
The music on the show could not
be more diverse. Folksy, trippy, punk
rock, even including covers of West
Side Story, are just some of the music
one may catch on the show. Bands one

The show may be a little
shorter than the typical
WZBC show, but what it
lacks in length it makes up in
quality.Featuring classic' 80s
ska bands like Madness and
the Specials, along with the Bad Manners, who are still putting albums out
this very year, the show tries to emphasize two-tone ska and local bands as
well.
The show itself runs quite
smoothly, with the occasional time delay between the DJ's words and the
commencement of the next song or the
tardiness of the next DJ perhaps, but it
is college radio and I would not have it
any other way. Matt's source of CDs is
predominately from his own case seeing as WZBC is predominately a rock
station and his is the only ska show all
week. Besides Matt, there are other DJs
who pop in for some light hearted banter during the show along with the segment of fast paced "Z-News" set atop
some rock n' roll playing in the background.
Overall, you can tell Matt is enjoying himself, and so is the public in turn.
The show provides a good representation of all that is ska and a good way
for any listener to learn about a world
of music they may know nothing about.
And just to clear one issue up: knowing "Sellout" by Reel Big Fish does not
qualify you as a true ska fan.

Do you like movies?
music?
plays or books?

Rock II
DJ Ben Walker
Friday, 10 a.m.-l p.m.
For the last three and a half years,
DJ Ben Walker has been providing

PT/i/iMGr/rSWANTSYOU!!

METOMCELROYII3FORMOON THE PRODUCTION,
BUSINESS AND TECHASPECTS OFBC'S STUDENT WEEKLY.

Contact Jen Keller or Jeremy Raelin
in McElroy 113 (552-0515) in the fall
or email kellerjj@jyc.edu anytime.
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Business Briefs

AIDS Recognized as National Security Threat
For the first time, an infectious disease has been recognized as a
threat to national security. On April 30. (he Clinton administration cited the possible social consequences of the AIDS pandemic
and their effects on the world's economic and political stability
for the move. The National Security Council is now undertaking
a review of the government's involvement in the battle against

Time Warner & EMI Merger Seeks to Create Largest Label
Only weeks after the announcementofthe AOL / Time Warner
(TW) merger, TW is already keen on creating new relationships:
Britain's EMI records being their current target. The price tag
of these negotiations would add up to $20 billion. The deal,
announced on January 27, would bring together the superstars
of TW's label, artists such as Madonna, REM and Metallica,
with those of EMI such as Garth Brooks, the Rolling Stones, the
Spice Girls, etc. The deal has not yet been confirmed, but if
everything runs smoothly, the mega-label's new name will be
Warner EMI Music.
John Hancock Making Presence Felt on Wall Street
John Hancock, the Boston-based life insurance company, made its
initial public offering in April. The IPO is expected to generate
$1.7 billion for Hancock, the 13thlargest life insurance provider
in the United States. The offering in itself is the eighth largest in
national history. Investors reacted mildly Hancock's IPO on Thursday morning as the slock rose from 11/16 a share to 17 11/16,
short of expectations. Overall. 102 million shares of Hancock are
now being publicly traded. This figure accounts for approximately
31 percent of the company. Analystsbelieve that this stock will
National Unemploymentat a Thirty-Year Low
On May5th, the U.S. Labor Department announced that the federal
jobless rate fell to four percent in January from 4.1 percent in December. This level of unemploymentis the lowest mark since January of 1970. Approximately 3S7.000 jobs emerged from the booming national economy last month alone. September of 1997 was the
last month in which the number of employed Americans grew by
such a figure. The average American's hourly wage increased by six
cents in January and now stands al $13.50.

Wear His Heart On Your Sleeve
By

Shannon O'Brien

MARKETPLACE EDITOR

Andreas Gmiir graduated
from Boston University's School
of Management in 1997. During
his last year, he decided to write
a business plan for one of his
classes. His plan developed into
a working idea, and he has since
established a T-shirt cyber store
AndyG.com
called
(www.AndyG.com). By creating

this business. Gmiir succeeded in
combining his passion for painting with his academic background
Marketing.
in
Gmiir accomplished his mission, which was to create a business that promotes environmental awareness, addresses social
and political issues, and fosters
spiritual growth.
Initially, Gmiir intended to
target the "New Age market,"
That is, "everyone that is into
spirituality. Eastern philosophy or
holistic exercise like yoga." Gmiir
later discovered that his designs
appealed to markets such as teenagers and college students. Does

this

mean

that students

are

price.
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Technology
Business
Travel

Contact: Shannon O'Brien 617-552-2221

Heights79@hotmail.com
Marketplace
In

know how much parents love
good grades, this was one of the

By Antonina

Guarino

In February of 1995, the Food
and Drug Administration approved Bovine Growth Hormone
(BGH) for human consumption.
Since then, the genetically engineered Bovine Growth Hormone
has been widely used in U.S.
dairy and meat products. BGH
can also be recognized in other
forms such as rBGH, (recombinant bovine growth hormone),
BST (bovine somatotropin) and
rBST (recombinant bovine somatotropin).

Cows naturally produce their
hormones in order to lactate.
BGH is a synthetic hormone that
stimulates cows to lactate,
thereby increasing their production of milk.
While there are not exact figures related to the level at which
the production is increased, estimations range from a 10 to 40
percent increase in milk production. BGH proponents project
that the hormone will "increase
efficiency in milk production."
In addition, they suggest that
the environment will benefit from
a reduction in the amounts of
food needed to produce a unit of
milk and of waste created to produce a unit of milk.
One controversial aspect of
this issue is that BGH has been
primarily approved as a veteri-

Cleo Bertrand
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Heights T-Shirts
Contact:
The Heights
McElroy 113
(617)552 2221
Heighis79@hotmail.com

Artist: Peter Laugnlin

perceive inexplicable energies

and

to

handle them. It is like

cent

of the profits

from

AndyG.com are donated to hu-

manitarian and environmental
organizations.
If you are searching for some
hip T-shirts to keep you cool in
the summer, look no further:
http://www.AndyG.com
E-mail: Andy@AndyG.com
or call toll free 1-877-GOANDYG (1-877-462-6394).

a

therapythrough which we can re-

consequences. Planet Earth without forests is like a human with?
out lungs
doomed to die".
Besides for being artistically
chic, T-shirts from AndyG.com
are also very comfortable. The
cuts and fabrics of the shirts are
classically simple, which make
them extremely versatile and easy

happiness."
It is people like Gmiir that encourage aspiring entrepreneurs to
follow their dreams. Gmiir has
proven that it is possible to incorporate life's passions in business

to wear.

endeavors and still be able

...

a profit.

Speaking of which, 20 per-

lax and release stress. It is a medium through which we can
scream, weep, laugh or radiate

to

...philosophically conscious...

Environmentally aware...

...aesthetically pleasing

nary drug. In 1993, the chemical
was deemed "safe for human consumption."
Meanwhile, rBGH has not
undergonetesting for human consumption.
In reaching their decision to
use BGH, the FDA reviewed
chemical company Monsanto's
"90-day study" that was performed on rats. The experiment
concluded that "no toxicologically significant changes were
noted
in rats administered
BGH orally." Put forth by chemical company Monsanto, both the
study and the firm's powerful involvement in the biotech industry have provoked widespread
criticism.
The use of BGH has provoked bioethical concerns about
the public health, animal welfare
and the environment. In addition,
many have questioned the integrity of the FDA.
For instance, Dr. Richard
Burroughs worked with the FDA
as they examined BGH until he
was fired on November 3, 1989.
He comments, "I was told
that I was slowing down the 'approval process.' It used to be that
we had a review process at the
FDA. Now we have an approval
process. I don't think that the
FDA is doing good, honest reviews. They've become an extension of the drug industry."
The FDA has also admitted

that they reviewed only summaries of the "90-day study." The
approval of BGH remains and the
results of the study have not been
released.
In January of 1996, the International Journal of Health Services reported that "rBGH milk
differs from natural milk chemically,nutritionally, pharmacologically and immunologically,be-

group developed primary antibody responses to rBGH, suggesting that it was being absorbed into the bloodstream", reported Health Canada. "There
were also cysts on the thyroid in

male rats."
Canada has since banned the
use
of BGH, rejecting
Monsanto's request for its approval.
some

...

COURTESY Wmv.CORBISCOM

Should cows be injected with BGH?

sides being contaminated with
pus and antibiotics resulting from
mastitis induced by the biotech
hormone."
In April of 1998, Health
Canada (a department similar to
the FDA) tested BGH on rats and
concluded that rats were developing immunization effects from
the growth hormone. "20 to 30
percent of the rats in the high dose

Inresponse to suggested risks
associated with BGH, Michael
Hansen, Ph.D. researcher for
Consumer Policy Institute, states,
"These are toxilogically significant changes in rats and they
should have triggered a full human health review, including assessment of potential carcinogenic and immunological effects."

BGH opponents argue that
the health effects are negative for
cows and humans who ingest
products with BGH.
\u25a0
They suggest that cows suffer an increase in "mastitis (an infection ofthe udder), enlargement
of internal organs, decrease in the
rates of pregnancy, increased intolerance to heat, and increased
blood flow through the heart."
However, the U.S. FDA dismisses one claim against BGH,
stating, "any increase in mastitis
that may result from the use of
BGH is insignificant compared to
the increase in mastitis that occurs normally for other reasons,
such as seasonal variation, extremes of weather conditions, agfe
of the cow, and stage of lactation."
It also stresses its testing
regulations that "ensure the safety
and wholesomeness of milk,"
through "federal and state milk
safety and quality assurance programs, as well as testingby farmers and processors."
Cornell University Professor
David Barbano, affiliated with
the U.S. FDA, advocates BGH's
benefit to cows.
He theorizes that BGH stimulates the cow's liver to produce
IGF-I, "another protein hormone
that plays an important role in
helping to regulate the conversion

See Milk, 10

The Notorious Napster

Spiritual T-Shirts- p. 11
-

He also plans to use organically grown cotton T-shirts in the
future.
Gmiir recognizes that. "If we
continue to deplete our forestsespecially the Amazon? we will
have to face possibly disastrous

make

The Bovine Engineering Controversy

By

Bovine Growth Hormone p. 11

Gmiir states, "I chose to do
my part through creative work because I believe that the visual
medium is one of the mosteffec-

awareness.

As if running a full-time busiwasn't enough, Gmiir decided to go back to school. He
now attends the Art Institute of
Boston, where he will graduate
in May 2001 with a diploma in
Fine Arts.
Gmiir claims that his true inspiration is "love, Buddha, Jesus
and my own spiritual evolution."
Gmiir describes art as "a philosophy of its own, a certain way to
ness

be-

own

Marketplace Meetings:
Heights Office
McElroy 113
617-552-2221

ate awareness.

tive communication tools to raise
awareness and induce change."
Designs that promote 'recycling'
and an abstract design bearing the
statement: 'Deforestation is Suicide,' are some of the ways Gmiir
intends to promote ecological

coming more socially aware?
As you can imagine, Gmiir's
project received a good grade
from his BU professor, Jenkins
Callaghan. And, since we all

HEIGHTS STAFF

Security Software Firms Reaping Benefits from Web Site Attacks
Several Web site companies have explored the option of acquiring
the services of computer security companies that specialize in preventing intrusion and downtime. Most of this current urgency i<
emanating from April's attacks on major Web sites. Hackers interfered with services provided by sites such as eBay, Amazon.com
E*Trade and CNN.com. On Wednesday, prominent security consulting firms such as Check Point Software, ISS Group, RSA Security and Axent Technologies all enjoyed significant increases in stock

factors that convinced Gmiir's
father, whom he refers to as the
"angel investor" to fund his business idea.
Since AndyG.com was
founded in July 1997, sales have
been more than tripling every
year.
Gmiir says that the inspiration
for his designs thus far has
stemmed from, "my intuition and
observing which symbols and
designs are currently trendy, for
example, the 'Om' design."
"Om" is not only a title of a Gap
perfume, but also a mantra
chanted before and/ or after a session of yoga.
One of the goals of Gmiir's
art, as well as business, is to cre-

Napster (www.napster.com),
MP3 search software, is
quickly becoming the program of
choice for many MP3 fans. However, as the popularityof it rises,
more and more problems are surfacing and Napster's future is
murky at best.

Winamp, proliferated through the

Internet.
Several companies realized
that MP3s were quickly becom-

task. FTP sites existed but their
Internet links were often broken,
or led users on a wild goose chase
through pop-up ads and Web

Scour.net (www.scour.net)
created to search for audio,
video and image files, although
many people were using it to find
was

Napster's free downloads are a tempting alternative
ing the format of choice to listen
to music, too. Last year, Diamond

Multimedia and several others
released portable MP3 players.
However, despite the popularity of MP3s, finding the one
you wO was a nearly impossible

pages that ranked FTP sites but
provided no links to them.
Other Web pages tried to set
up search engines.Lycos, a popular Internet search engine, created
a special section for finding MP3s

(mpS.iycos.com).

them, most users used the Internet
to find songs from CDs they
didn't own.

an

MP3s: Their History and How
to Find Them
The MP3 file revolutionized
the way the people listen to music. In the past, songs recorded
off of CDs were either of too poor
quality, or just too large of a file.
But the MP3 format made it
easy for people to 'rip' their favorite songs off of CDs. MP3
software, like Nullsoft's popular

ongoing legal problems surrounding them. While owners of
CDs could make MP3 files from

to

high-priced CDs.

MP3s. But broken links and nonexistent servers plaguedthese two
sites as well as many others.
Legal Battles: The RIAA
The difficulty in finding MP3
files was directly related to the

The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA at
www.riaa.org) has been fighting
the spread of these illegal files,
but has found itself unable to coiitain the explosion.
Last year, the RIAA found a
new foe. Bom from the mind of
19 year-old, Napster has quickly
become one of the most populaj
MP3 search engines. The difference between it and other
Internet-based engines, is that
Napster actually turns a userH
personal computer into a servef.

See Napster, 10

:

Justice Department Wants Microsoft Breakup
On April 29, in a proposal that could lead to the first anti-trust
breakup since AT&T in 1984, the Justice Department and attorneys from 19 states asked Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson to break
up software giant Microsoft. The proposal stipulates a breakup of
Microsoft into two smaller entities revolving around its operating
system and popular Microsoft Office line. Microsoft responded
in May with a proposal that while outlining several penalites for
its conduct stopped short of a breakup.
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The Euro Faces Mounting Challenges On-line Books Get Good Marks
By
By Jeffrey Hobbs
ASST. MARKETPLACE EDITOR

The term "Euroland" seems
fantastical, but in fact, some 290 million people live within the borders of
a region by that name. Euroland, or the
Eurozone, officially came into being
on January 1,1999, changingEurope's

economic landscape.
Consisting of 11 out of the 14European Union (EU) nations, Euroland
represents a consolidation of European
currencies into a single currency, the
Euro. The European Monetary Union
(EMU) hopes to complete this consolidation by July2002, when all national
currencies cease to be legal tender.
The membership nations of the
Eurozone are Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands (Holland), Portugal and Spain.
The Euro began its life on January
1, 1999, when all electronic accounts
and exchanges within the Eurozone

Austria

ing unemployment.

With a stronger economy, many
look for the European EASDAQ to be
bolstered by new venture capital.
Additionally,the single currency
will allow for more frequent Internet
shopping, an accelerating trend.
Contrasting this sunny outlook are
those who see the fiscal policy ofmember states, namely budget deficits, as
being possibly dangerous to the overall health of the union.
Alarmists even go so far as to foresee an EMU collapse and subsequent
economic chaos.

Finland

Belgium

converted from national currencies to
the Euro.
Euro coins and notes will not be
introduced until January 2002 when
the EMU will begin to phase out existing national currencies.
Thebirth of the Euro can be traced
back to December 10, 1991 and a European Union treaty that laid the
groundwork for a single currency. Its
inception was motivated by the enhanced geopolitical and economic
clout a union of its kind could produce.
Thereduction of transaction costs,
more efficient trade, and increased investing could shoot the Eurozone to
the top of the world's economy.
Constituting the world's largest
trade power, with 20 percent of the
world's exports and 16 percent of imports, the Eurozone will be much stronger than any one of its member nations
alone.
Proponents of the Euro argue that

Portugal

the lowering of prices resulting from
easier price comparisons across borders
will create more competitive business
within the Eurozone. Experts view this
as an important and necessary step in
the ability of Eurozone businesses to
compete with U.S rivals.
The Eurozone economy is second
only to that of the U.S. Euro supporters
anticipate benefits including lower
prices, fallinginterest rates and declin-

Spain
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Germany

The Euro

ket intervention.
To further complicate matters, currency traders continue to have trouble
with the European Central Bank
(ECB).

As the Euro's guardian, the ECB is
charged with defining and implementing monetary policy and maintaining
price stability. Many argue the ECB
lacks a clear or consistent plan for

strengthening the Euro.
This deviation in strategy applies
distant traders and causes the Euro
to fluctuate rapidly. Defending its actions, the ECB has asked for patience
by stating that it is functioning within
a complexeconomic world.
The Euro could also be replacing
to

Ireland

A year after its introduction, the
reality of the Euro is far more mundane,
The majority of news relating to the
Euro concerns its near parity with the
U.S. dollar.
As the major competition to the
dollar, the Euro's parity is a psychological barrier, a measurement supporters
and detractors use to base their respective positions. A strong currency has
always been a matter of national pride.
The Euro debuted at $ 1.18, but steadily
declined throughout 1999.
In fact, the psychologicalreality differs greatly from thi economic reality.
The weak Euro is seen, by some, as
beneficial because it strengthens the position ofEurozone exporters. The products of these exporters compete better
at lower prices.
Other observers go further by arguing that the Euro is still overpriced and
that the correct exchange rate should
rest closer to $0.95.
The debate over the Euro trading
price concerns the politics of the EMU
nations as well.
The weak Euro has been linked
with the hesitation of many EMU politicians to implement promised economic policies. These policies range
from cutting deficits to relaxing mar-

Luxembourg

Holland

the U.S. dollar as the dominant international currency. At the moment, 60
percent of foreign exchange reserves
and 50 percent of global trade is conducted in dollars. Backed by the
economy of the Eurozone, the Euro may
cut into the supremacy of the dollar.
The effects that the Euro will have
on the U.S are mostly indirect. Corporate restructuring and merging could be
the greatest effect seen in the near fu-

Logging on to the Napster server
allows users to search for
MP3s, but if they choose to, users can
also share songs right off of their hard
drive.The only time that you are sharing files is when you are connected to
the Napster server.
This very simple idea has solved
many of the problems of older MP3
search engines.
When you search for a song,
Napster is actually searching the libraries of everyone who is currently connected to their server, usually around
5,000 people. When it finds a song,
there's no question about whether the
not only

link

to it will be bad or not.
The popularity of Napster is already causing problems, however. The
RIAA is already suing the company,
claiming that a majority of the files are

infringing on copyright laws,
They accuse the company of "enabling and encourage the illegalcopying and distribution of copyrighted mu-

sic."
Technically, however, because
Napster does nothave the actual MP3s,
but rather is just providing a middle-

getting them, it would appear
that they are not liable for other people
trading illegal MP3s.
The RIAA counters by saying, "Just
because Napster itself may not house
the infringingrecordings does not mean
Napster is not guilty of copyright inman to

While Amazon.com has a well-established reputation for being "the first
place to check on-line" for a book, academic textbooks can be difficult to locate. Here are some excellent sites.

tions.

efollett.com
This is a great site for new and used
textbooks. The October 1999 edition of
PC Magazine called eFollett the

Recently, Britain, one of the most
significant EU holdouts, gave indications that it could be ready to join the

EMU. Britain has been the staunchest
"Euroskeptic," resisting overtures from
France and Germany to enter into the
union.

France

Italy

They started an on-line petition that currently has 6,000 signatures to it.

Gnutella's Short-Lived run
Last Tuesday, Nullsoft released a
beta version of their own Napster-like
product, called Gniitella. This new program offered some very lucrative features,

nized that someone who materially contributes to infringing activity, with
knowledge of that activity, is liable for
copyright infringement as if that person did the copying him or herself."
Bandwidth Problems
As if a lawsuit by the RIAA wasn't
enough to have Napster worried, several colleges have been banning it from
their campuses. It's not so much that
the program is promoting illegal activity. It's more because the use of Napster
is slowing down campus networks.
MP3 files can be close to 25 MB
and, even with a direct connection that
most colleges provide, this can add up.
Bandwidth refers to the amount and
with what speed the data can be passed
over the Internet. Each time you download something, you are using part of
that bandwidth to do so.
While one user downloading an
MP3 wouldn't cause that much of slow
down, the popularity of Napster means
that there are many more users who are
downloading and uploading, letting
other people take files from their com-

.

Oregon State University in
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efollett
.com
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puter.

Napster is well known for its
variety of music.

RELIABLE SITES

Examples ofthis type of occurrence
can already be observed within
Daimler's acquisition of Chrysler and
Deutsche Bank's takeover of Bankers'
Trust. Effects may also include greater
foreign investment in U.S. corpora-

fringement.
"Copyright laws have long recog-

Corvallis found that almost 20 percent
of bandwidth use was for Napster-related activities.
Other universities claim that they
found upwards of 50 percent bandwidth
used for Napster.
Students Against University Censorship (www.savenapster.com) estimated that almost 100 schools in North
America have banned Napster.
While the schools say it is because
of bandwidth problems, the group believes that it is a form of censorship,

Last semester, one of my professors
yelled "Get with it" to a student who
had not yet purchased a class book we
were discussing. Everyone else in the
class shuddered, but secretly congratulated himself or herself for getting the
book, and not being that other student.
Nearly every student has had the experience of not having a book for class.
Whether the rest of the class beats you
to the bookstore, or you simply realize
mid-semester that you need the book,
knowing some valuable details about
on-line textbook sites will save you time
when you have little to spare.
If the BC bookstore does not have
your book, ask how long it would take
to arrive if you order it. On-line retailers do not make better guarantees than
our own bookstore.
Although a site may suggest you
that you will receive your book the
"fastest," and by a certain date, this is
not ever guaranteed. For this reason, it
is always best to use well-known sites.
Many sites offer a tracking feature
that enables you to "track" your order.
This is a way of distracting the anxious
shopper. The legal notices within a site
usually explain that tracking features
may not be accurate or reliable.
It may seem easy, fast, and "safe"
to shop on-line, but it requires you to
be a smart shopper. Check out the legal
policies such as privacy and security before you give your personal information. Never give personal information
on an unencrypted screen. Know about
on-line companies. You may be getting
more than you bargained for if someone is abusive of your personal information.

ture.

Napster storms the Net
Continued From 9

Antonina Guarino

First, according to an advertisement
for the product, Gnutella sports a loophole which would give a user the "ability to define your own internal network
with a single exit point
to the rest of the Internet makes it almost [expletive] impossiblefor college
sysadmins to block the free uninhibited
transfer of information."
Secondly, Gnutella promised to be
an open source. While most users
wouldn't find this an important feature,
an open source program allows developers to manipulate and expand the
actual code of program.
In the past, this technique has actually helped developers other than the
company find and
fix bugs as well as upgrade the programs,
Despite all the signs of potentially
being a more popular product than
Napster, Gnutella disappeared a day
after it was posted on the Internet,
Nullsoft's parent company,
America Online, found out about the
project and quickly pulled the plug.
AOL says it was because the project
was unauthorized.
However, most people believe that
Gnutella will make a reappearance,
even if it is through another company.
Napster is already planning an
open-sourced client of its own, although it would be created for the Linux
platform.
Beset by legal problems, banned by
universities and facing some serious
competition, Napster will have to fight
to survive. Its survival will be an important indicator in the battle between
the recording industry and the next generation of technology.

"Amazon.com of college textbooks."
You can sell your own used books
through this site.
efollett.com provides secure shop-

ping and does not hare or sell your personal information with marketers.
www. efollett. com

Varsityßooks.com

For

a

flat

fee

of

$4.95,

Varsityßooks.com promises that you
will receive your order within three
business days. The one condition is that
you must order before 12:30 p.m. EST,
Monday through Friday. Orders made
after 12:30 p.m. will be shipped on the
following business day. If you do not
receive your book on time,
Varsityßooks refunds you the shipping
charges. You need not "register" for this
site, which provides secure shopping
through encryption software.

50 percent savings on the lop 50 textbooks with free shipping while supplies
last.
They provide secure shopping byconsidering your personal information
confidential and do not share or sell it
with third parties, www.ecampus.com,'
Textbooks at cost.com
This is an excellent new textbook
site and is a program, by
Akademos.com, a company that aims
"to make higher education more affordable." www.textbooksatcost.com
Textbooksource.net
This is a good site that sells new,
and used books. They advertise that,

@8uipBMm
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LUtGEST COtXfGBB0OKSTOM,

Over 3 Million Items

While your credit card information
is secure, Varsityßooks is less direct
about exactly what they will do with
your personal information, such as your
name, e-mail address and phone number.
www.varsitybooks. com

BIGWORDS.com

This animation-design and lingoloving Web site is a popular one with
college students, as PC Magazine notes
this month. This is the only site that advertises "a one-of-a-kind experience"
and has free shipping.
Www, bigwords.com
Textbooks.com

they "usually ship within 24-hours."
Under the condition that you order anytime Sunday through Friday by noon,

the merchandise will be sent out within!
24 hours of your ordering.
After noon on Friday, orders await
shipment on the following Monday,
You may select a shipping method according to your preference,
www.textbooksource.net
TIME SAVER: Search 20+ stores at;
once

Bestßookßuys.com

This site searches 28 virtual book-,
stores (including all of the above) at.
once. It is a great option. Rather than,

comparing book

price yourself,

bestbookbuys.com will find you theAffiliated with Barnes and Noble,
this site sells-new and used books. For
a limited time, this site offers a threeday delivery for $4.95. If you are just
browsing, you need not register with
Textbooks.com.
However, you must register with
them if you choose to order- from the
site. Textbooks.com respects the
consumer's personal information and
does not share or sell it. They also have
24-hour customer service.
www.textbooks.com

best deal! www.bestbookbuys.com
Do You Need Technical Books?
Fatbrain.com
An on-line bookstore for profes
sionals, this site has been popular with
technology experts for years.
Fatbrain.com also includes careei
information for the computer arid technology fields,

www.fatbrain.com

Bookpool.com

This site features technical books;
discount. It is great for computer'

eCampus.com

at a

This Web site is based out of Kentucky, and "Yee Haw." They feature a

sciencemajors.
www.bookpool. com

Meat... It's what for dinner
Continued from 9
of dietary nutrients."
Opponents of BGH empha
size that a cow's natural hormonal process is disturbed by BGH. The chemical is believed to alter the cow's natural production of IGF-1.
They also argue that BGH milk contains a residue comprised of numerous
drugs and antibiotics,
The opponents also claim that this
poses a health threat to consumers. They
question the "safe" levels of bacterial
residue that are approved for consumption.
In March of 1999, the Scientific
Committee of the European Union (EU)
on Veterinary Measures relating to Public Health noted that "Direct risks associated with the use of BGH in dairy
cows appears to be related to the possible increase of IGF-1 levels in milk
... Risk characterization has pointed to
an association between circulating IGF-1 levels and an increased relative risk
of breast and prostate
Thepossible contribution if life span exposure
towards dietary IGF-1 and related proteins, present in milk from BGH treated
cows, to gutpathophysiology particularly of infants, and to gut associated

cancers need to be

evaluated."

They also worry about human re-

sistance

to

antibiotics. The EU has

placed a moratorium on BGH products
until this year.
In June of 1999, the Codex
Alimentarius Commission, (the main
UN body that sets international food
standards) met in Rome toreach an international standard on BST. The EU
did not agree to a Maximum Residue
Level (MRL).

cancer...

This result has indefinitely postponed the debate, allowing the EU to
exclude the use of the genetically engineered hormone in dairy and beef imports.

This is the third time that U.S. efforts have proved futile in imposing a
BGH (BST) standard with EU governments.

The first two debates transpired in
1995 and 1997.
Currently, the BGH is legal in the
U.S., Mexico and South Africa, but remains an unwelcome genetically engineered product throughout the EU.
For companies that use BGH in
their products, labeling is not yet man-

COURTESY OF

WWW.CORBIS.COM

BGH represents a powerful
application of genetic engineering

datory.
However, companies that choose
not to use BGH muststate that they do
not, and are required by law to include
the following statement: "No significant difference has been shown between

milk from rBGH/rB ST-treated and untreated cows."
In 1996, nearly'9o percent of U.S..
farmers said that they do not wish to
use BGH.
The Humane Farming Association(HFA), along with companies such as'
Pure Foods, Bio Democracy and Organic Consumers Associations andConsumer's Union (publisher of Coti->
sumer Reports) called for the rejection
of BGH. Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream'

COURTESY OF WWW.YAHOO.COSi
has actively opposed BGH since 1994;
Brigham's and Dorchester Ice Cream
also oppose BGH.
;
The current debate against BGH,
makes a convincing case for choosing
Certified Organic products that are free]
of genetically engineered ingredients.;
It is also important to keep in mine}
the language in which new ingredients;

are

explained. Genetically engineered,

foods entered the food market as "ad-ditives."
Although tested as a "veterinary;
drug," does BGH fall simply under tha(
category?
{

From witnessing the cigarette de-|
bate, one can infer that language is faf,
less defined than the potential negative
effects of the product itself.
See the Mothers' & Others' "The
Shopper's Campaign" site for a list of
companies whose products do not con»
tain BGH: www.igc.apc.org/mothersC
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Freshmen get caught up
on Eagle sports
CONTINUED FROM P. 12
be looked to for leadership this year.
On the ice, the Eagles will once
again be a powerhouse. Scott
Clemmensen and Tim Kelleher, two of
the best goalies in the country, split time
in net last season. Regardless of who's
between the pipes, though, the Maroon
and Gold will have senior Brian Gionta
leading the attack on the other end of
the ice. Gionta was a Hobey Baker finalist last year and, with Mottau and
Farkas gone, will have to shoulder more
of the load this winter.
Perhaps they don't get the media
attention bestowed on the revenue team
athletes, and perhaps their matches
don't draw the fans like a game at
Alumni does, but Maggie and Cate
Guiney are no less interesting a story.
The sophomore twins are rising stars
on the cross country circuit and will no
doubt need an addition to their house
for a trophy room by the time they
graduate from BC.
If watching your classmates com-

doesn't give you your sports fix,
there are plenty of chances for you to
satisfy your competitive urge. Intramural and club sports are plenty; call the
Plex or the Office of the Dean for Student Development for details. You can
take fencing lessons, play racquetball,
or work on your cannonball off the high
board in the Plex pool area. The Plex
features three full-length basketball
courts and Flutie has been known to
drop by in the offseason for a pick-up
game. This summer's renovation and
addition of free weights should help
make the aging Plex a better facility for
students.
While the practice might be discouraged by RAs, wrestlers who long
for the competition they got in high
school invariably find opponents
among their hallmates and turn dorm
hallways into mats. For those who find
themselves sleepless at 2:30 in the
morning, a $ 10 cab ride will get you to
Boston Bowl for some candlepin or big
ball action on the lanes.
Several dorms feature weight
rooms, where you can try to stave off
pete

the "freshman fifteen," or at least make
it look good. The equipment is subpar
and certainly not on the level of a private gym, but hey, you're only paying
a $30,000 membership fee. The fee,
though, does give you access to the
Saturday tailgates which inevitably accompany every home football game.
Whether it be in the Mods, on Shea
Field or in the parking lot, you can grill
and drink Mountain Dew to your heart's
content.

Whether it be joining the band and
the rest of the student section in a rendition of "Build Me Up Buttercup" at
football games, playing a Wiffle ball on
the Cheverus lawn, or watching the
Boston Marathon along Commonwealth Avenue, sporting opportunities
for students abound at the Heights. It's
up to you to take advantage of them,
but don't forget that you've only got
four years. With nearly 30 varsity
sports, a slew of clubs and intramurals,
and infinite opportunities for a pick-up
game, your sporting cupp will runneth
over

Enjoy. Go Eagles.

HEIGHTS PHOTO/ JAMES GALLAGHER

The Eagles of the ice are always a point of celebration.

Fellow BC students, let's begin a petition to name
Lower Dining after Doug Flutie.

Football season Some freshmen
away in
looks promising

contributed right
1999-2000

father and I standing outside the locker

Continued from P. 14

exceeded many people's expectations
for the season and brought a great
sense of pride back to The Heights.
This year, the Eagles will have to
deal with theToss of first-team AilAmerican defensive lineman Chris
Hovan and linebacker Frank
Chamberlin, who were the heart and
soul of the defense and inspired the
iwhole team. But the Eagles have a

were instrumental in leading the defense, but a good core of players will
be back.
The defensive line will be the biggest q ueslion m ark going into the seasoh. Juniors Antonio Gar ay and Scan
Guthrie willretum, but the other spots
stiff have to be filled.
"Our concern on defense is with
the line," O'Brien said prior tospring
practice! "We have a lot of work to
do along the defensive line. But we
look forward to watching Antonio

very capable greupof-remming play-?_X3aray.
ers.

room of the old Alumni Stadium as the
team pounded out onto the field.

adjusting. Hovan and his classmates

''
the defensive line. He has tremendous
Senior
quarterback Tim physical ability. If he has the
Hasselbeck will be tack to lead the type of motor and desire to play as
offense after starting every game last Hdvan had, he could be just as good."
year. Hasselbeck was forced to miss
At linebacker, O'Brien will have
all of spring practice after undergoing four talented returnees to fillthe void
surgery for an injury that had nagged left by Chamberlin, .who won the
him for all of last year, bht he should Scan lan Award as BC's team MVP
be ready to start the season. Behind last year. Senior Ryari Burch will most
Hasselbeck on the depth chart is imlikely move into Chamberlin's spot
pressive sophomore Brian St. Pierre, after playing all of last year as a fullwho saw some snapsOlast season and back. Scott Bradley, Jerome Ledbetter
will likely be ready to fill in for and Marco Williams are also returnHasselbeck when needed.
ing starters.
*
In the defensive backfield, BC's
At running back, senior Cedric
Washington will be back afterrunning coaching staff thinks that they have a
good combination of speed and talfor over 1,000 yards last year and takent to form a strong secondary.
ing home first-team All-Big East honors. Washington will be the nation's
RaMon Johnson will play free safety
and Jonathan Ordway will step intoTOth-leading returning rusher. Washington will get some competition, the comer spot.
however, from sophomore William
In all, the Eagles have the talent
Green, who will be a capablebackup.
to go at least as far as they did last
year, but they will have to work hard
"Cedric had a great year last season," said O'Brien. "And the bowl to replace the talented players who
helped William a 10t... I look forward werelost to graduation.
BC opens the season on Septemto that competition."
On the receiving end of ber 2 in West Virginia and plays its
Hasselbeck's throws will be a trio of first game atAlumni Stadium against
talented returning players
Dedrick Navy on September 23. Other games;
Dewalt, Jamal Burke and DuJuan to look forward to atAlumni Stadium
will be on September 30 against
Daniels. All three receivers are coming off of strong seasons in 1999 and Michael Vick and the Virginia Tech
O'Brien said that the Eagles will have Hokies and on October 14 against
a stronger receiving corps than last perennial powerhouse Syracuse.BC's
season ends with back-to-backmatchyear.
ups against Miami and Notre Dame
On the defensive side of the ball,
BC will probably have a harder time on the road.
"

\u25a0

same.

?

My

Chestnut Hill tale begins
like so many others. Son of
an alum, I was born and
raised a BC football fan. Long before
bowl games were annotated with
".corns," I proudly bore the maroon
and gold. I rough-housed with the best
of them in the tailgate pick up games
and always found myself covered in
mud before we even sat down in the
bleachers. Ilearned at an early age that
Saturday mornings were about more
than cartoons and Saved by the Bell. It
was the Sabbath.
I don't know if I could locate my
first memories on the Heights, but my
father sure could. Icalled him the other
day and asked him about my first time
here. He was at work and extremely
busy, but didn't hesitate in saying,
"Doug's sophomore year against
Rutgers. He drove them down the
length of the field in 1:10, put the ball
in the end zone, went for two, and won
the game."
The old man's still got it.
As for my memories, they're a
little more hokey and dreamlike. I always come back to the image of my

By

Michael Teevan

HEIGHTS SPORTS EDITOR

Eagles of the Year
The Boston College Athletic Department paid tribute to its student-athletes on May 3 at the fourth annual All
Sports Dinner. The night honored student-athletes for achievement and leadership in academics and athtetics.
Cal Bouchard and Mike Mottau
were named the winners of the 2000
Eagles of the Year, the highest honor in
BC sports. Bouchard scored 1,496
points in her BC career, leading the
Eagles to top 25 status and their first
two NCAA Tournament appearances.
Mottau could not attend the dinnerbecause he was playing for Team USA at
the IIHF World Championship in St.
Petersburg, Russia. The Eagles' captain
led the team to three Frozen Fours, collected the most assists in school history
and also won the Hobey Baker Award,
given annuallyto collegehockey's best
Bouchard and Mottau can now take
their games to the professional ranks.
Bouchard was drafted by the WNBA's
Detroit Shock in April, while Mottau's
draft rights belong to the New York

f
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Gallup returns to BC; baseball, lax players honored

player.

Tailback Cedric Washington

"That's him," my dad said. That's it,
that's all he said. But I knew who he
was. It was my idol ? the man I grew
up pretending to be in backyard games
and at barbecues. It was Doug.
Needless to say, when application
time rolled around, the Eagle image
was firmly ingrained in my soul.
I was cultured to be a football fan,
but I was bitten by the Superfan bug
long before I actually arrived here.
Curley and Danya brought me to the
hardwood. I was a late blooming
hockey fan
the first game I saw was
the heartbreaking loss to Michigan at
the Fleet ? but I only missed one
game this year. With memories of the
Elite Eight and a last second field goal,
I had pretty high expectations for
freshman year.
Even if I didn't have the gall to
wear a gold shirt when BC and Northeastern faced off at NU, I consider
myself a Superfan. I was in Providence
mourning with the rest of the school. I
awoke for the ludicrously early noon
football games and rallied for the all
day parties. Two of my hallmates and
1 even borrowed my brother's car and

made a midweek pilgrimage to Hartthe Queens native says.
ford in hopes of seeing UConn's
Khalid El-Amin stumble and twist his
Maggie Guiney, women's crossankle. I felt every win and loss. If I country/track: The transition was a
was stressed out for overtimes and
little easier for Maggie Guiney beclose games while I watched from the cause she made the journey with her
stands, I can't imagine what it must twin sister Cate, but that didn't mean
have been like for some of the freshthat life was going to be simple.
man athletes in their first seasons on
"Competition in college is so
the Heights. There were nights when much more intense than in high
I thought it was tough to justify going school," Guiney notes in regards to the
classroom, schoolwork and the hectic
to a basketball game because I had too
much work to do; it was a privilege travel schedule. "It's pretty hard keepthat my schedule was so flexible. Not ing up with people that don't miss two
all of my classmates were as lucky. days of class a week."
Though people always mention the
transition that freshman must make,
Timf Kelleher, men's hockey
goaltender: Kelleher immediately betoo often athletes are left out. In reality, they probably had it tougher than came a key member of the top-ranked
anyone else.
team in the country. He fondly remembers taking the ice in the Beanpot FiUka Agbai, men's basketball nal, saying, "Starting in the Beanpot
center/forward: 'This year wasn't too was a thrill. I didn't think I'd be getdifficult; when your day is structured,
ting as many opportunities as I did."
But Kelleher recalled the difficulty
you know what you have to do. But
the hardest part was when we'd play of making the transition to college's
in back-to-back road games. It was academic atmosphere. "As the season
hard not to fall behind in school work." goes on, the days start to get longer.
Agbai's most memorable moment Some days I wouldn't get home from
was the first time seeing the growing practice until eight or nine ? we had
Agbai fan club. "Every game is the about one-hundred and ten practices
same to me, but that got me going,"
this year," Kelleher says.

Rangers.
Eagles playfor Team USA
Mottau and teammate Brian Gionta
were integralparts of Team USA's efforts in Russia. The Americans lost a
4-1 decision to Slovakia on May 11,
finishingtied for fifth with three other
countries. Gionta scored two goals and
added an assist in seven games for Team
USA, while Mottau posted an assist and
his trademark stalwart defense.
North Dakota goaltender Karl
Goehring (yes, the one who bedeviled
BC in the national title game) Qis the

only other collegian to play for Team
USA. The roster was studded with NHL
players like Phil Housley of the Calgary
Flames and Steve Heinze, a BC alumnus who plays for the Bruins.
Bentley knows his new rote
Nigel Bentley, the men's tennis
coach the last four seasons, will now

is his capacity as head coach to become
Four Eagles earned All-Big East
BC's Assistant Athletic Director for honors. Senior second baseman Mike
Gambino, junior first baseman Joe
Football Operations.
"Barry has tremendous knowledge Kealty, and senior pitcher/designated
and experience at every level of foothitter Steve Langone garnered firstball coaching and athletics administrateam honors, while sophomore outtion," Head Coach Tom O'Brien said.
fielder Neal McCarthy made the sec"Beyond that, Barry possesses a great ond team.
Ryan and Miller honored
oversee the women's tennis,program on
love for Boston College and for New
a full-time basis. Bentley coached both
England football. We think he will be
Junior Emily Ryan and s"ophomore
teams following the resignation of Mark
an outstanding addition to our staff."
Lauren Miller have been selected to the
Gallup, 1969 alumnus, is one of the New EnglandRegion All-America SecBums this past winter.
Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo best wide receivers in BC history, holdond Team. Ryan posted 34 goals and
and his staff will now begin a search ing many receiving records. He also
16assists in 16 games this season, while
for the coach of the men's team.
played basketball for BC under Bob Miller collected 72 points, with 31 goals
Cousy. Before joining Northeastern in and 41 assists for'he 6-10 Eagles.
Women's hoops makes news
1991, Gallup served as an assistant to
Cathy Inglese has promoted Pam
Skinner signs recruits
Borton to Associate Head Women's former Eagle coaches Joe Yukica, Ed
Head Coach Al Skinner announced
Basketball Coach. Borton, who will be Chlebek and Jack Bicknell, under that his team has signed 62" guard
in her fourth year with BC in 2000-01, whom he recruited and coached the Ryan Sidney of Ann Arbor, Michigan.
directs the Eagles' recruiting, among Flutiebrothers. In fact, Gallup's oldest Sidney attended Pioneer High School,
her responsibilities.
son is named Darren Douglas after where he was first-team all-state after
averaging 22 points, 10rebounds and
"Pam has done a tremendous job Doug and Darren Flutie
and is very deserving of this promotion
Northeastern went 8-3 in 1997, a six assist per game.
Sidney joins Andrew Bryant, a 67"
because of her hard work these last three season that garnered Gallup New England Coach of the Year honors, and forward from Texas, and Ludmil
seasons," Inglese said, her team coming off a 26-9 season. "As our recruitthe Huskies gave the Eagles a run for Hadjisotirov, a 62" guard from
ing coordinator, she has done a great
their money this past season, before Winchendon Prep, in Skinner's incomjob attracting top quality student-athing freshman class.
falling by a 33-22 score at Alumni Staletes that have enabled us to become a dium. In addition to his football duties,
Want to write for the Spoils
nationally ranked program."
Gallup also served as Athletic Director
section of The Heights? .lust
One of Inglese's key players, junat Northeastern for several years.
send an e-mail to Mike at:
Gallup succeeds Phil "The Genior guard Nicole Conway, will participate on the 2000 Big East Women's
eral" Monahan, a longtime O'Brien
teevan@bc.edu
Basketball AU-StarTeam, which plays confidant whose retirement is effective
from May 26-June 4 in Vancouver and on May 31.
British Columbia. Conway averaged
Baseball team piles up accolades
or stop by McElroy 113.
3.4 points and 2.9 rebounds per game
The record-setting Eagles of the
The first meeting of Sports
for the Eagles.
diamond (34-19 record) fell to the Pistaffers will be held in the first
One player from each Big East team rates of Seton Hall University in Big
or second week of school.
will play for the squad.
East Tournament play. The Eagles had
Thanks.... and Patrick
Gallup comes home to The Heights
advanced following a dramatic, 4-3 win
Barry Gallup is coming home over Notre Dame, which was paced by
Ewing fans have our unwaveragain. A longtime symbol of Boston senior right fielder Mike Quirk's twoing respect.
football, Gallup has left Northeastern out, two-run ninth inning home run.
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With Brian Gionta and many other stars, the hockey

team

has made three consecutive Frozen Fours.

What a Freshman Needs to Know
the atrociously named Insight.com
Bowl (at least it's better than the
Mulletsgalore.com Bowl). The maroon
and gold defense was led by lineman
might thyik you're Chris Hovan, a ferocious tackier who
coming to Boston Colcould be distinguishedby his black face
lege for its strong aca- paint. This fall, Hovan will join another
demics, its Jesuit tradiforce with a penchant for make-up:
tion, its proximity to John Randle on the Minnesota Vikings.
Boston, or because you didn't get in to
Not into the whole crowd thing? No
Harvard.
problem; round up some friends and
Let's be serious; you're here for the head over to the lawn outside Bapst
Library. There, you can be the MVP on
tailgates.
an autumn Saturday. If the crowd roars
For those inclined to take advantage of it, this school offers a wide arloud enough from Alumni, it mighteven
ray of opportunities for sports nuts. A sound like they're rooting for you.
perennially excellent men's hockey
But no matter how extensive your
team, a women's basketball team climbathletic glory on the Heights, you won't
ing to national prominence, a football
be alone; BC has its share of illustrious
sports-related alumni. You may have
team with a penchant for late-game dramatics. If spectating doesn't do it for heard of Doug Flutie, Heisman Trophy
you, take a jog around the Reservoir,
winner, hurlerof "The Pass," Canadian
play some streetball on Upper Campus, Football League six-time MVP, and
get a game of ultimate frisbee on the
finally NFL Pro Bowler. Other recent
Dustbowl, learn jiu-jitsu at the Quonset BC alumni and NFL standouts include
Hut.
defensive end Mike Mamula of the
Philadelphia Eagles, Green Bay Packer
The Superfans T-shirt is standardissue and becomes the uniform for quarterback Matt Hasselbeck (brother
Eagle rooters at football games. Last of current BC QB Tim Hasselbeck),
year, the squad posted an 8-3 regular Bronco linebacker and loose cannon
seasonrecord before getting waxed by Bill Romanowski, Packer tight end
the Colorado University Buffaloes in Mark Chmura, and Jets quarterback

Jim O'Sullivan

You

-

-

Glenn Foley. This year, the team looks teammate Jeff Farkas was also a membuild on their bowl season last year. ber of last season's hockey squad,
Big games will include home clashes which reached the finals of the Beanpot,
with Big East foes Virginia Tech and the Hockey East Tournament, and the
Syracuse and.of course, the annual NCAA Tournament. Farkas left school
Holy War against Jesuit rivals Notre
after the season to play for the NHL's
Dame, this year in South Bend.
Toronto Maple Leafs, for whom he
It's not just on the field where scored a playoff goal. On the diamond,
former Eagles have excelled; they do the Y2K Eagles were led by Steve
Langone, a pitcher/designated hitter
all right in the press box as well. Boston College grad and Boston Globe colwho finished the regular season with a
umnist Bob Ryan, dean: of Boston .333 batting average and a 1.48 ERA.
sports writers, is the author of several
Current BC stars include sophobooks and is a panelist on the syndimore point guard Troy Bell, who was
cated TV show The Sports Reporters. named the Big East Rookie of the Year
Mike Lupica, another BC alum, is a and a freshman All-American. Bell is
columnist for the New York Daily News joined on the Conte Forum hardwood
and, like Ryan, an author and panelist by fan favorite Uka Agbai, a sophomore
on The Sports Reporters. ABC sideline big man whose ferocity in the paint
reporter Lesley Visser also earned her makes his play a nice complement to
sheepskin at the Heights.
Bell's skill on the perimeter.
Not to be outdone by its predecesThe Eagles will miss both
sors, the Class of 2000 produced quite
Bouchard and her backcourt mate,
a fertile crop of athletes in its own right.
Alissa Murphy, this year, but will look
Guard Cal Bouchard was drafted by the to build on what has become a tradiWNBA's Detroit Shock after leading tion of winning.Versatile juniorNicole
the resurgence of the hardcourt Lady Conway, senior center Jamie Coumoyer
Eagles over the past four years. BC and junior forward Becky Gottstein will
defenseman Mike Motiau won last
year's Hobey Baker Award, given anSee FRESHMEN, P. 11
nually to the nation's best college
hockey player. Mottau's classmate and
to

HEIGHTS PILE PHOTO

At Right: Becky Gottstein (top) is a force at power forward for the women's basketball team, which has qualified for two straight
NCAA Tournaments. Sarah Powell (below) is an All-American on the women's soccer team, which made the Sweet 16 in the
1999 NCAA Tournament.
'

*
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Potent offense
brews optimism
in 2000
By Casey O'Connell
HEIGHTS ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Last

season's 8-4 record and bowl game appearance will be tough to top,
but the 2000 edition of the Boston College football team will definitely beup to the task.
With the same core of offensive players returning and a lot of remaining talent on defense, the Eagles have the potential to build on their progress under
fourth-year head coach Tom O'Brien. Last year's appearance in the Insight.com
Bowl on New Year's Eve was a great step for the program and this year's Eagles
will be entrusted to keep up the progress.
BC began last year with some doubters, but quickly showed that they would
be a force to be reckoned with after starting the year with five wins in their first
six games. After losing a heanbreaker atAlumni Stadium to Miami, BC rebounded
with consecutive wins over Syracuse, West Virginia and archrival Notre Dame
before losing to national runners-up Virginia Tech to finish the regular season
8-3. The Eagles were annihilated by Colorado in the bowl game, but nonetheless
-

See FOOTBALL, P.
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It

At left: The Eagles of the gridiron are sure to provide many
exciting moments in the 2000 season.

